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ABSTRACT 
Integrated Multi-Activitie s in Generating Earnings ( IMAGE) fo r the St . Joseph 
Health and Orphan Centre i s the projec t that aimed at building and strengthening th e 
resource base of the organization for its sustainability in providing care to the mos t 
vulnerable and orphan children. Th e project was a result of the diagnosti c and 
explorative survey conducted in October 2005 with a  focus on what could be the 
major operationa l challenges facing St. Joseph Heath and Orphan Centre and its 
possible interventions. In this survey, inadequacy of financial  resource s an d essential 
facilities stood out as critica l challenges for the centre an d the entire organization. 
In response t o those challenges, I M A G E projec t was designed wit h differen t 
initiatives endeavored to develop the necessary capacit y for the centr e to play its 
service delivery role smoothly. Thes e initiatives were planned in form o f social 
enterprises an d resource mobilizatio n initiatives integrated i n a diversified wa y to tap 
every possible source of income and resources fro m withi n and outside o f the 
organization. The social enterprises wer e designed in a way that they did not infringe 
the purpose o f the organization . They operated o n cost recovery basis and the 
organization recognized earnings fro m th e cost savings and surplus generated . 
The project was implemented and had brought significan t contribution toward the 
development of the centre an d service delivery to the needy children . Ther e is 
significant increas e i n capital investments that have curbed the inadequac y challenge 
of necessary facilities . The merchandise store had played a major role in building 
confidence to the centre i n operating IGAs . 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY : 
Integrated Multi-Activitie s in Generating Earnings ( IMAGE) initiativ e intended to 
broaden St . Joseph Health and Orphan Center's resource bas e through investmen t in 
micro-enterprises projects an d strategic resourc e mobilizatio n to attract multi-sources 
of fundin g and resources . 
The projec t targeted St . Joseph Health and Orphan Centre community, one of 
M E D A M A ' s socia l projects . Thi s community consisted of 30 orphan children of 
ages ranging from 3  to 1 5 years and 9 care givers . The project als o targeted Kiseria n 
community as potential customers an d indirect beneficiaries of IGAs. 
St. Josep h Health and Orphan Centre likewise similar organizations with it s nature of 
operations are facing multi-dimensional challenges that require comprehensive 
strategies an d approaches t o mitigate them. However , the prioritized underlying 
problem that the projec t intende d to address wa s "inadequacy of financial resource s 
and essential facilitie s a t St . Joseph Health and Orphan Centre. 
St. Josep h Centre had been i n service delivery to the need y children (mainly orphans) 
for abou t fiv e years now. Th e survey conducted i n September/October 200 5 revealed 
that its sustainability in service delivery is endangered b y lack of economic element s 
in it s operations to back-up the external sources of income. The challenge it 
encountered include d that of not having stable source s o f funds. I t relied on charities 
and donations fro m variou s organizations and individuals . However , the inflow s of 
funds fro m thos e source s had not been stable whic h threaten th e sustainabilit y of th e 
Center in providing adequate food, clothing , medical care, educational supplies and 
recreational facilities to the needy children at the Centre. Th e Centre wished to 
become financiall y sustainabl e wit h viable economic activities and diversifie d 
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sources o f its income and resources t o allow smooth provisio n of care to orpha n 
children at the Centre . 
The I M A G E projec t goa l was "enhanced organizationa l and financia l capacity in 
service delivery". Th e strategy toward this goal is to establish economi c activities in 
form o f social enterprises and diversify sources o f income and resource s t o enabl e 
smooth provision of its services to orphans children at the centre . Th e projec t 
objectives includ e 1) . "Establish 3 income generating project s namel y Merchandise 
Store, Poultry Enterprise, and Grain Mill in g a t the center  in Kiserian b y Decembe r 
2006"; and 2) . "Develop strategic resourc e mobilizatio n initiatives for St . Joseph 
Orphan Centre' s capita l investments b y December 2006" . 
The project wa s vita l fo r St . Joseph Centr e as i t aimed at increasin g its financial 
resources t o enhance its financial capacity through diversifie d sources o f income and 
having a clear sense of direction i n resource mobilization . Sinc e St. Joseph Orpha n 
Centre did not have the necessar y resource s fo r implementation o f the projects , i t 
solicited funds fro m it s existing donors fo r start up capital in IGAs and fo r capital 
investment i n essential facilities . My responsibilities in the projec t included ; 
facilitation an d consultation i n initiating IGAs; facilitate d the developmen t o f 
strategic resourc e mobilizatio n initiatives; and evaluation o f project implementation . 
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CHAPTER ONE: 
COMMUNITY NEED S ASSESSMENT 
1.1.0. INTRODUCTION 
This project repor t provide s a  detailed work of the autho r a s part of fulfilling th e 
Masters of Science Community Economic Development requirements . Th e report i s 
organized i n chapters. Chapte r one provides community profile, needs assessment, 
the research methodology , findings,  implicatio n and recommendations . Chapte r two 
provides problem identification . Chapter three highlights literatures reviewe d wher e 
both theoretical review , empirical review and polic y review were analyzed . Bot h 
reviews focused o n IGAs , micro and socia l enterprises. Chapte r fou r provides th e 
implementation o f the recommendation s o f the researc h finding s by designing and 
implementing the project . Chapte r five  provide s monitoring, evaluation and 
sustainability of the projec t implemente d i n chapter four . Chapte r six provides 
conclusion and recommendations . 
Integrated Multi-Activities in Generating Earnings ( IMAGE) projec t wa s a result of 
the diagnosti c and explorative survey conducted i n October 2005 with a focus on 
what could be the majo r operationa l challenge s facin g St. Joseph Heat h and Orphan 
Centre and it s possible interventions . I n response to the challenge s identified , 
I M A G E projec t wa s designed wit h different initiative s endeavored t o develop th e 
necessary capacit y fo r the centre to play its service delivery role smoothly. Thes e 
initiatives were planne d i n form of social enterprises and resource mobilization 
initiatives integrated i n a diversified way to tap ever y possible source o f income and 
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resources fro m withi n and outside of the organization. The social enterprises wer e 
designed in a way that they did not infringe the purpose o f th e organization . They 
operated o n cost recovery basis and the organization recognized earnings fro m th e 
cost savings and surplus generated . 
1.2.0. COMMUNITY PROFILE . 
The projec t targeted th e St . Joseph Health and Orphan Centre, M E D A M A 's projec t 
for carin g Orphans and Vulnerable Children (OVC) . St . Joseph Health and Orphan 
Centre community comprises 30 orphan children of ages ranging from 3  to 1 5 years 
and 9 care givers including the director. 
M E D A M A i s a faith based non governmental organization registered unde r Truste e 
Ordinance (Cap.375) of The Unite d Republic o f Tanzani a to provide of basic needs 
and other socio-economi c services to the needy orphan children in Arusha region of 
The Unite d Republi c o f Tanzania . It s operations are locate d at Kiseria n village , 
Mlangarini Ward , Moshono Division o f the Arumeru Municipal i n North-eastern par t 
of Arush a Region . Arush a region is in the northern par t o f Tanzania. Arumeru 
Municipal borders ; Hai district in east; Simanjiro district in south; Monduli distric t in 
west; and Kenya i n North. It is about 1 0 kms from Arush a city centre to this 
community. 
Arumeru municipa l has total area of 2,996 km 2 . Year 2002 census indicate s Arumeru 
has 576,315 people of whom 282,287 are men and 294,028 are female . Averag e 
income is 150,000/= per person per annum, literacy rate is 74%. Arumeru District 
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Medical Office r (2005) . Economi c activity for Kiserian village i s mainly farming an d 
livestock keeping at small scale . 
1.3.0. COMMUNITY NEED S ASSESSMENT: 
The author together with M E D A MA facilitate d a  needs assessment o f th e St . Joseph 
Health and Orpha n Centr e tha t was carrie d ou t i n October 2005 . Th e assessment 
identified severa l need s as discussed below . 
1.3.1. The Needs Identified: 
The identifie d need s for the St . Joseph Health and orpha n cente r are summarize d i n 
Table 1 . It needed 1  kitchen (siz e 12f t b y 12 ft); dinning hal l (size 20 m b y 20m); an d 
one cook . Durin g the survey , th e cookin g was done outside without an y structure to 
prevent contamination o f food; what happens when i t is rain? The childre n wil l be 
delayed t o eat. 
Table 1: Summary of Identified Needs:  
Area The Need 
. .  ... . 
Economic Resources • I t needs diversified stabl e sources of income . 
• I t needs at least additional TZ S 350,000/= to 
cover the deficit . 
Household facilitie s • A  kitchen of 12ft b y 12f t size . 
• A  dinning hal l of 20 meters by 20 meters. 
• 1 0 beds and 1 0 mattresses of 6fts by 2.5ft . 
Human Resource s • A  cook. 
• A  watchman (Guard) . 
Transport facility • A  min bus wit h 40 seats capacity . 
• Tw o bicycles. 
Medical Kit s • 1 0 medical kits . 
• Firs t aid equipments. 
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Water and Sanitation • In-hous e toilets . 
• A  well wit h capacity to provide lOOOlt s per day. 
Legal Requirement s • Nee d to get licens e to operate children's home. 
• Basi c and necessary facilitie s fo r children's 
home. 
Source: MEDAMA  Survey  October 2005. 
It needed 1 0 beds and 1 0 mattresses of 6ft by 2.5ft. The centre didn' t have enough 
beds and mattresses of the correct sizes. This resulted to two to three children using 
one bed. I t needed 1  minibus with capacity to carry 40 people. During the survey 
there was no reliable transport facility . Wha t i f children got sick at night? They 
would wait until day time for means o f taking them to hospital or die. I t needed 1 0 
medical kits in a year. It was noted that some of the kids whose parents died fro m 
HIV/AIDS were also HIV positiv e in which they needed bette r medical care. I t 
needed a t leas t 800 liters of water pe r day of which i t needed a  well capable of 
providing 100 0 liters per day. 
1.3.2. Justification of the Needs: 
There was water shortage a t the center due to prolonged drought. The Centre had 
bought 5000 liters water tank but no rain to fill  it . The centre i s not connected t o 
other stable source of clean and safe water . A village wel l that is about 50 0 meters 
from th e centre i s not able to meet the demand for the surroundin g communities. Th e 
alternative wel l i s situated about 1  kilomete r and 5 kilometers from th e center . 
Lack of reliable transport hindere d smooth operations o f its activities. The centre 
didn't have it s own transport facilitie s and there is no public transport synonymously 
known as "daladala" to connect them with the city for social services access. For e 
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example, the millin g machine is located about 7  kilometers from the centre ; school s 
are 3.5 kilometers and 1 2 kilometers from the centre ; a better health facilit y i s located 
at the cit y which is 10 kilometers away from the centre , the nearb y villag e health 
facility abou t 1  km from the centre provid e poor services, no medications and 
laboratory. Th e centre di d not have first  aid kits for emergency respons e t o medical 
needs of children before the y are taken to the healt h center . On e of the care givers 
has medical training background in which sh e i s equipped to use the kit s but lacked 
funds to buy them. 
The St. Joseph Health and Orphan Centre have no t fulfille d th e requirement s to 
operate children home because since it lacked some importan t facilities . The 
children's homes (regulation ) act , 196 8 of The United Republi c of Tanzania require s 
them to have a license from the commissioner for social welfare to operate children 
home. However, the process to obtain these legal documents ha s starte d bu t face a 
challenge of bureaucratic system . 
Support from the nearby communitie s other than the lan d provided for the centr e 
building was very minimal. Villagers in Kiserian village had a different perceptio n 
with the centre . The y wanted to be involved i n the projec t onl y for economic 
benefits as they think the centre i s getting lo t money from donors . 
1.4.0. RESEARCH M E T H O D O L O G Y AN D FINDINGS 
1.4.1. Research Hypotheses and Questions 
After the needs were identified , the researcher aske d M E D A M A "wh y don't yo u put 
them i n place"? The response wa s "we don't hav e resources" implyin g financia l 
resources. The n the researche r aske d them again "why you don't hav e resources" ? 
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Then they sai d "we haven' t receive d enough financia l resources fro m our donors" . 
The discussion went o n and on which prompted th e nee d fo r research o n "What 
could be the underlyin g core organizational problem that hinders St . Joseph Health 
and Orphan Centre to have necessar y resource s an d facilities?" "Having identified a 
core problem, what could be a possible intervention? " 
To tak e it further th e researcher decided to conduct the researc h wit h a hypothesi s 
stated as "most o f CBOs and service oriented organization s finds  themselve s 
operating it s activities under acute financial and economic resources constraint s du e 
to severe dependence on unstable source s o f funding from donation s an d lac k of 
economic investment s t o generate local income" . The research question s included ; 
"How St . Joseph Healt h and Orphan Centre were financed?";  Ho w various resource s 
were mobilized at the Centre?" ; "What were the underlyin g core organizationa l 
problem that hinders St . Joseph Healt h and Orphan Centre to have necessar y 
resources an d facilities?" ; and "What could be possible interventions? " 
According to Susan Gross (1983), "the first  ke y to solving organizational problem s 
is diagnosin g them correctly . Many nonprofi t organization s fal l int o the trap of 
treating the symptom s o f th e proble m without lookin g into the deeper , underlying 
causes". In understanding th e proble m broadly, different ke y stakeholder(s) wa s 
interviewed for opinions on what coul d be a real problem facin g St . Joseph Health 
and Orphan Centre, other CBO s and NGOs lik e M E D A M A . Th e followin g question s 
were considered i n designing M E D A M A 's surve y instrument ; wha t i s the problem ? 
What are possible causes? What would the situatio n loo k like i f there were n o 
problem? Wha t does the organizatio n see a s possible solutions? Wha t potentia l 
constraints ar e there? Is the proble m worth solving? 
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In the Octobe r 2005 diagnostic and explorative survey, the researche r wante d to 
discover a core organizational problem for St. Joseph Healt h and Orphan Centre 
through in-perso n survey at a single point in time. 
1.4.2. Justification to Research Methodology and Tools 
The research methodolog y and it s tools were chosen i n the followin g basis : 
• Th e method i s widely acceptable b y different users . 
• Th e methodology used was vita l fo r getting people's feelin g through in-
person interviews. 
• Sinc e time was limite d and there was cost implication , there was a need to use 
a methodology and tools that are les s costly and stil l easy to administer . 
• Ther e was a need of a methodology and tools that will examin e al l aspect of 
the problem. 
i Flexibilit y was needed for exploratory designs wher e in-perso n interview 
with open ended questions wer e relevant measures of diagnosing problems. 
Complex information and clarification ca n be easily obtained b y using this 
methodology. 
The methodology and tools allowed the researche r t o have contro l over the 
respondent rat e which was important fo r the nature of the research . 
1.4.3. Survey Methods 
The survey was designed i n descriptive, observational and cross-sectional where dat a 
was colleted once (in October 2005). I t was carried out through face-to-fac e ora l 
unstructured interviews . Respondent s worke d together in a group to answer th e 
survey questions. Thi s approach gav e the researche r mor e control over the 
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respondent rat e as the researche r interviewe d respondents until satisfactory sampl e 
had been achieved . This design was exploring the past behavior and futur e 
propensities o f St. Josep h Health and Orphan Centre. 
Descriptive designs resul t i n a description of the data , whether i n words, pictures , 
charts, o r tables, an d whether the dat a analysis shows statistical relationships or is 
merely descriptive, NetTom Research Design (2005). "What " questions invariably 
lead to descriptive designs. A l l descriptive designs mus t provid e descriptions of the 
variables in order to answer the question . Th e type of description that results fro m 
the design depend o n how much information the researcher ha s about th e topic prior 
to data collection . Level I  questions, wit h littl e or no prior knowledge of the topic, 
lead to exploratory descriptive designs. Leve l I I questions, wher e the variable s are 
known but their action cannot b e predicted, lead to descriptive survey designs . 
When the purpose o f a study i s exploration, a flexible researc h desig n that provides 
an opportunity to examine all aspects of the proble m is needed. Th e key to a good 
exploratory design i s flexibility. The word "exploratory" indicates that not much is 
known, which means that a survey of the literatur e faile d t o reveal any significant 
research i n the area . Thus , you cannot buil d on the work of other; you must explore 
the topic for yourself. Your methods an d questions wil l chang e dependin g on what 
you fin d ou t as you go along. The results o f the stud y wil l provid e detailed 
descriptions of all th e observations mad e by the researcher , arrange d i n some kin d of 
order. Conclusion s drawn from the data includ e some educated  guesse s or 
hypotheses fo r further study . A  relationship between th e observation s mad e an d a 
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concept migh t be proposed. Furthe r research woul d be required to test these 
proposals. Thi s is the purpose o f exploratory research . 
In tha t basis, M E D A M A ' s surve y used descriptive and observational design as th e 
survey intended to produce informatio n on the organization and phenomen a that 
already exist . Th e survey instrument desig n used "what" questions . Questionnair e 
for socia l welfare office interview was developed after w e learned that they did an 
assessment o f the centre recently . 
Limits on internal and external validity include, if things wil l chang e tremendousl y 
and rapidly, the surve y information wil l becom e outdated . Fo r example at time o f th e 
survey in October 2005, the centr e ha d no dinning room/hall but now they have it . 
Lots of capital investment s hav e taken place between tim e of survey and now. 
Other survey weaknesses coul d include : Reactivity - respondents some times tend t o 
give socially desirable responses that make them loo k good or seem t o be what th e 
researcher i s looking for ; Non response Rat e - th e result s misse d contribution from 
people who didn't attend th e focu s group discussion (drop out i n the survey) ; 
Measurement Erro r - probabl y the surve y had some unrevealed biases , and/or loade d 
questions. 
1.4.4. Survey Instruments 
The survey was developed with fou r sets of open ended question s an d processes t o 
interview individuals , focused groups , and consultation with som e ke y stakeholders . 
Other devices used was; documentary revie w (constitution, brochures, proposals) ; 
observation; and Internet Search. Face-to-face informativ e and unstructure d 
interview was employed during the diagnosti c and explorative survey. Th e 
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population size in which informatio n was to be collected for the purpose o f this 
survey was small ; yet, a sample of 12 people to represent other s was randomly 
selected for the study . 
With face-to-face interview , it was possible to get people's feelings through gesture 
and talking. It was also possible to ask questions for clarifications. The interview 
process provided a room for getting precise and accurate results . Beside , this 
instrument i s widely acceptable by different users since it provides reliable and valid 
results. Face-to-fac e interview was less costly as the population covered in the 
survey was small , both from th e same localit y (Arusha city and Arumeru 
Municipality). Abov e all the instrumen t provided a room for respondents t o provide 
complex information, as questions for clarifications were asked. 
The survey instruments were relevant as were developed free o f jargons and technical 
terms on it. Biasnes s in the instrument s was minimal and less negative items on it. 
Response methods were consistent and respondents wer e competent. The questions 
in the survey were consistent and structured according to audience intended. 
1.4.5. Contents of the Instrument 
Four sets (questionnaires) of open ended questions were developed. The first set 
comprised seven questions developed for individual intervie w and focused group 
discussion; the second set had seven questions too developed for Arusha socia l 
welfare offic e interview ; the third se t had four questions developed for Orphans 
Foundation interview; and the fourth set had three questions developed for general 
search on problems facing NGOs an d CBOs lik e M E D A M A . Thes e questions are 
attached i n appendix 8 of this report. 
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The survey used exploratory and diagnostic questions to find ou t what could be the 
core organizational problem for St. Joseph Health and Orphan Centre and the 
possible area of intervention. "What " questions were mostly used throughout th e 
interviews. Th e contents o f the questions included ; set one had questions asking for 
challenges facing the organization in its operations and it s major sources ; current 
organization's needs; main sources of income and how much is derived from thos e 
sources for the organization; and what could be done to rectify the situation . Set two 
had questions asking for legal requirement fo r operating children's home; basic needs 
for children's home; challenges and needs identified fro m th e recen t assessment of 
St. Joseph Orphans Centre; and what could be done to address those challenges and 
needs. Se t three and four had similar questions to set one but compressed in four and 
three questions respectively focusing on CBOs and NGOs i n general. Thes e 
questions are shown in Table 23 through 26 in appendix 8 of this report. Table 23 
represents set one questions and Table 24 for set two questions, Table 25 for set three 
questions, and Table 26 for set four questions. 
A researche r interviewe d respondents an d together complete d the questionnaire. 
Since the interview questions were open ended questions, responses wer e mainly 
written down in narrations. Questionnaire s were designed in a descriptive way where 
ratings were not relevant as different method  of analyzing the data was employed. 
The questionnaires were designed with two scales. On e scale had questions 
diagnosing and exploring organizational problems and the second scale had a 
question exploring possible areas of intervention. Number of questions varied in each 
scale for each set of questions (questionnaire) . In the four questionnaires, one 
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question was for exploration of possible intervention and the rest was for exploration 
of organizational problems. 
1.4.6. Psychometrics Characteristics 
The researcher use d arbitrary scale, where few statements and items that the 
researcher believe d they were unambiguous and appropriate to the topic were 
collected. Thes e scales were developed in ad-hoc basis. 
There were no specific scale s designed for psychological test. I n this case 
unstructured questions were asked when relevant in order to get a better 
understanding of the gestures and emotions expressed during the interview . Th e 
topic was not relevant for psychological test. It was rather diagnostic for 
organizational and developmental problems that affect smoot h operations o f the 
Center's activities. 
As the survey did not aim to get psychological expression , the questions were not 
given weight and were scored in a different way. Th e consensus approac h was used 
in determining the core problem. Problems were prioritized i n terms of what was 
generally agreed i n a consensus by respondents o n what could be the root causes . 
There were two non-psychological testing scales in each questionnaire. Eac h scale 
had questions diagnosing problems and question asking for opinion on possible 
intervention. Question s were combined in the basis of whether they are asking for 
problems or for area of intervention. 
1.4.7. Reliability an d Validity 
Literatures indicate Reliability refers to the consistency or reproducibility of a 
measure. It is the extent to which on repeated trials , an experiment, test, or any 
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measuring procedures yields the same results . If a measure i s not reliable, it will no t 
even agree with itself . Reliability i s a necessary, bu t not sufficient precondition for 
validity. One way to increase the reliability and validity of a measure i s to use a well -
established measure that has demonstrated reliabilit y and validity . 
Measures in M E D A MA surve y were established measures tha t had demonstrate d 
high reliability and validity. In-person interview with open ended questions are one 
of the most widely used measures o f diagnosing problems. The "what" questions are 
widely used in survey instruments. Th e measures develope d specifically fo r this 
survey were examined for their reliability. Responses were compared to questions 
and th e overal l analysis indicated a high leve l of consistency across the questions . 
The intervie w process in the survey provided a room for getting precise and accurate 
results. Beside , the instrumen t i s widely acceptable by different user s since it 
provides reliable and valid results . Abov e all the instrumen t provided a room for 
respondents t o provide complex information, as questions for clarifications wa s 
asked. 
The surve y instruments were relevant as were developed free o f jargons and technical 
terms on it. Biasnes s in the instrument s i s minimal and less negative items on it. 
Response methods were consistent and respondents wer e competent. The questions 
in the survey were consistent and structured according to audience intended . 
In th e survey , the issues of reliability and validity were only a means to an end. The 
real question was "Ho w ar e the measure an d the data i t produced going to be used?" 
The objectiv e was the diagnosis of organizational problems within M E D A M A t o 
inform an  intervention plan. 
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In th e contex t o f the survey , validity refers t o the degree to which a  study accuratel y 
reflects o r assesses the specifi c concept that the researche r i s attempting t o measure . 
Validity i s concerned wit h study' s succes s a t measuring what the researcher s set ou t 
to measure . 
External validity refers t o the exten t t o which the results o f a study are generalizabl e 
or transferable . Literally , qualitative researches are no t designed fo r generalization. 
However, in M E D A M A 's survey , we have generalized the core problem to be an 
economic problem where "lack of stable source s o f income due to absence of 
economic ventures an d organizational capacity in mobilizing resources" stoo d out . 
Internal validit y refers to , the study' s design , the care taken to conduct measurement , 
decision for concerning what was and what was not measured, an d the causa l 
relationships, Colorado State University (1993-2006). In testing interna l validity, a 
researcher nee d to check i f there is anything that identifies in the wa y in which th e 
study was carried out that might lead him/her to believe that there is no strong casual 
connection between th e independen t variable s and dependent variables. 
In M E D A M A ' s survey , there is no independent an d dependent variables however 
questions designe d was a reasonable wa y of getting information from the respondent . 
It was wel l designe d as i t generated th e informatio n needed fo r the project . I n 
instrumental validity , results fro m different level s were compared and reflected th e 
same thing. Ther e i s also a theoretical and empirical relationship in the surve y 
results. The content o f the surve y i s much broader t o include all aspects the stud y 
needed. Th e content domai n is relevant to the study . 
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1.4.8. Survey Administratio n 
The surve y was administered by a researcher ( a student o f Masters Program in 
Community Economic Development). Since the researcher ha d received a formal 
training on conducting surveys from th e masters program and had been exposed and 
used survey tools in other different course s i t was possible for himself to collect the 
data. Therefore , there were no other data collectors and interviewers. 
Since one person administered the survey, data were collected and analyzed by one 
person as well, and standardized questions were used consistently, the surve y were 
uniformly administere d and interpreted . 
There was one basic survey with different respondents . Generally , the surve y was 
done in October 2005 and took almost two weeks to complete it . I n average, i t took 
one day to meet each group and individual s for interview. 
1.4.9. Population and Sample 
Surveys are non-experimental , descriptive research method , which can be useful 
when a researcher want s to collect data on phenomena that cannot b e directly 
observed such as getting opinions. In a survey, researchers sampl e a population. A 
population i s any set of persons o r objects that possesses at least one common 
characteristic. Since populations can be quite large , researchers directl y question only 
a sampl e (i.e. a small proportion) of the population . Therefore, population is a set of 
all th e elements o f interest i n a study, where as sample i s a subset o f the population. 
Population in M E D A M A 's surve y is defined by eligible participants who include all 
members o f M E D A MA a t different level s including orphan children of ages > 15 
years who deemed to be mature enough . Members of the organization include 
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director, secretary, volunteers , caregivers and orphan children. Thi s population is 
categorized in three parts; management (boar d chairperson, director and secretary) ; 
staff (10 volunteers and care givers); and 4 orphan children. Socia l welfare 
department an d NGOs operating in similar field  wa s eligible for testing the results . 
The eligibility of these participants is determined by being a member of the 
organization, age above 1 5 years; being involved i n day to day activities of the 
organization and availability of a person. For testing the results , eligibility was being 
a stakeholder in the field  o f caring orphans . 
Organizations visited were selected based on their participation in caring orphans. 
Arumeru Municipa l welfare officer no t in the above population was interviewed to 
get the empirica l evidence of the lega l requirements. Lik e wise documents and 
reports, includin g brochures were reviewed to form par t of survey's theoretical 
review and were selected based on their relevance to the topic. 
Fink A . an d Koseccoff J . (1985) indicate there are two basic methods o f sampling, 
probability and non probability sampling. A  probability sample is one in which each 
person in a population has an equal chance of being selected. The resulting sample is 
said to be representative. A  probability sample should be a small version of the 
population to which the survey findings are going to be applied. Thre e of the most 
common methods of probability sampling are simple random sampling, stratified 
random sampling, and simple random cluster sampling. 
A simpl e random sample is one, which each person has an equal chance of being 
selected for participation in a survey. I n stratified random sampling, population is 
subdivided into subgroups or strata and a given number of respondents are selected 
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from eac h stratum to get a sample. Simple random cluster sampling is analogous to 
random sampling except that groups rather than individual s are assigned randomly. 
This method presupposes that the population is organized into natural or pre-defined 
clusters or groups. 
Non probabilit y samples include accidental sampling in which you get people 
because they are available, such as when the first fifty peopl e to leave a clinic ar e 
surveyed. It includes purposive samples, which people are chosen because they know 
the most or are most typical and assumption is made that with good judgment you 
can handpick your sample. In systematic sampling, you pick a unit, say five, and 
select every fifth nam e on a list . Non probability samples are usually easier to draw 
than probability samples. 
In this case, M E D A M A surve y used "Non Probability Purposive Sampling" where 
people interviewed through a focused group discussion. 
Fink A . an d Koseccoff J . (1985) indicate the sample is the number of people in the 
survey. A sample is a portion or subject o f a large group called a  population. A good 
sample is a miniature version of the population of which i t is part-just lik e it , only 
smaller. 
A sampl e of 70.5% of the total population (2 people from management , 8  from car e 
givers, and 2 orphan children) was taken using criteria of availability and 
involvement in day to day activities and maturity of children. Therefore , a sample 
size of 12 people was purposively drawn out of 17 people in a population. It should 
be noted that the survey focused on one organization with a  small population. The 
large part of that population was constituted by orphan children with ages less than 
18 years. The sample was made of 12 people (Director and Secretary representing 
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management; eigh t care givers representing staff and volunteers; two orphans of ages 
>_15 years old who are mature enough representing orphans children . 
The potential biases could include selecting respondents wh o had differen t 
expectations on the process. Ther e were no age limit s for respondents othe r than 
orphan children; this could lea d to having more respondents o f a certain age. Ther e 
was also no classification fo r whether respondents shoul d be men or women or 
mixed, which coul d lead to having one gender i n respondents. However , the survey 
didn't aim for these classifications. 
1.4.10. Data Analysi s 
Fink A . an d Koseccoff J . (1985) indicate that analyzing data from survey s means 
tallying and averaging responses, lookin g at their relationships, and comparing them. 
Statistical data analysis divides the methods for analyzing data into two categories: 
exploratory methods and confirmatory methods. Explorator y methods are used to 
discover what the data seems to be saying by using simple arithmetic and easy-to-
draw pictures to summarize data. Confirmatory methods use idea s from probability 
theory in the attempt t o answer specific questions . Probability i s important in 
decision making because i t provides a mechanism for measuring, expressing, and 
analyzing the uncertainties associated with future events . 
In M E D A M A 's survey , limited statistical methods were used in analyzing the data 
from th e survey . Microsoft Offic e Exce l was used to perform calculations, analyze 
information an d organize lists in spreadsheets an d hence int o graphical representation 
of the data. Chart wizard i n Microsoft Offic e Exce l was also used to generate 
different chart s as shown bellow. Thes e Charts were generated fo r comparisons, 
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patterns, and trends in data. Fo r example, i t provides a quick analysis between loca l 
contribution and donations . 
Some computations wer e use d to find th e average income i n relation to the need . 
Comparisons of information were made to arrive the cor e need o f service oriente d 
CBOs lik e M E D A M A . Dat a were categorized i n different categorie s usin g tables and 
diagrams. Problem s were organized i n categories lik e economic, social, cultural, 
managerial, and politica l and lega l challenges. Need s were organize d i n economic 
resources, househol d facilities , human resources , transpor t facility , medica l kits, 
water an d sanitation , as wel l a s lega l requirements. Structur e o f sources o f income 
was organized i n donations &  charities V s members' contributio n and economi c 
activities. Some information was also organized i n a prioritized structure . 
1.4.11. Findings and Discussion 
The survey was successfu l abl e to answer "Ho w St. Joseph Healt h and Orpha n 
Centre were financed?" ; Ho w various resources wer e mobilize d at the Centre?" ; 
"What were the underlyin g core organizational problem that hinders St . Joseph 
Health and Orphan Centre to have necessar y resource s an d facilities?" ; and "Wha t 
could be possible interventions? " 
A numbe r o f problems wer e outlined through caus e and effect analysi s where a  core 
problem was identified . Problem s identifie d were grouped i n areas such a s 
economic, social, cultural, political and lega l as wel l a s managerial . Th e grouping 
was necessary fo r identifying possible areas of intervention. Fo r example, 
intervention of elements in political, legal , and socio-cultura l challenges wil l take 
long time to take place and not realisti c for quick fix intervention. Unlik e economic 
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challenges which for m the basi s o f the other challenges can be intervened quickl y 
and at any time. 
The survey results indicat e conformity to the hypothese s tha t "most o f CBOs and 
service oriented organizations face a challenge of financial an d economic resource s 
due to severe dependenc e o n donations an d lac k of economic investments t o generate 
local income" . M E D A M A i s currently facing a challenge of not having stable 
sources o f funds as indicated in table 2 and figure 1. 
Table 2: Income Sources Analysis 
Month (2605) 
• 
Donation & 
Charities 
Members' 
Contribution 
Total 
Income 
January 95,000 50,000 145,000 
February 125,000 20,000 145,000 
March 150,000 0 150,000 
April 160,000 12,000 172,000 
May 150,000 5,000 155,000 
June 170,000 15,000 185,000 
July 150,000 0 150,000 
August 200,000 40,000 240,000 
September 150,000 0 150,000 
Total 1,350,000 142,000 1,492,000 
Average Contribution pe r month 150,000 15,778 165,778 
Percentage of total contribution 90.48% 9.52% 1 
Source: MEDAMA  Survey  October 2005. 
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Figure 1 : Income Source s an d Levels : 
Monthly Incom e Source s Leve l 
Months 
Source: MEDAMA  Survey  October 2005 
It relies on charities and donations fro m various organizations an d individuals. 
However, the inflow s of funds fro m these sources hav e no t bee n stabl e which 
threaten the sustainabilit y of M E D A MA i n providing adequate food, clothing, 
medical care, educational supplie s and recreationa l facilitie s to the need y children. 
The need t o ensure financial sustainability i s unavoidable questio n t o M E D A M A . I t 
has variou s ideas on establishing Incom e Generatin g Activitie s (IGAs ) bu t lac k plans 
and initia l capital. 
This challenge o f "scarcity of resources t o meet the actua l projec t an d othe r 
operational costs " was confirmed b y the on e identifie d by "The Orphans Foundatio n 
Fund 1" as bein g common to children's homes lik e St . Joseph Orpha n Centre . Since 
1 Th e Orphan Foundatio n Fun d i s a network o f orphanages based i n Arusha. Its rol e i s to provid e 
support t o orphanages including advocacy o f children rights . 
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these types of projects ar e service oriented, they lac k economic element t o ensure its 
financial sustainability . Th e results are also in conformity with the results  identified 
by Arusha Non Governmental Organization's Network (2002) which reveale d that 
"most NGOs and CBOs suffe r fro m inadequate financial  resource s t o accomplish 
various activities due to unreliable flow o f direct income or permanent source s of 
income to support thei r activities". 
Inadequate support fro m the nearb y communitie s other than the lan d provided by the 
village council for the centre buildin g limi t the centre t o solici t resources fro m loca l 
sources. Villager s in Kiserian village had a perception that the centre ha s a  lot of 
resources fro m external donors i n this case they want to be involve d i n the projec t 
only for their own economic benefits. Despit e that, the capacity for the organization 
to effectively mobilize resources wa s low. This resulted to lack strategic resourc e 
mobilization initiatives. 
The Arusha regional social welfare did an evaluation of the centr e recentl y and found 
that St. Joseph Orphan Centre had not yet fulfille d th e requirement s t o operate 
children home because it lack some importan t facilities . Th e children's home s 
(regulation) act , 196 8 of The United Republic of Tanzania requires them to have a 
license from the commissione r for social welfare to operate children home. However, 
the process to obtain these legal documents ha s started bu t face a  challenge of 
bureaucratic syste m i n relevant government authorities . I n absence of the licens e put 
the centre i n a difficult positio n to mobilize the require d resources sinc e its credibility 
is questioned . 
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M E D A M A ' s visio n an d mission statement as stated i n some o f the document s an d in 
development practitioners ' eyes i s not wel l articulated . The contradictions left by 
lack of clarity in its identity and lack of strategic directio n threaten it s future smoot h 
sailing toward realization of the organizational purpose. Lac k of this clarity coul d 
hinder the flo w o f the resource s t o the centre a s donors do not see the futur e o f the 
centre. 
1.4.11.1. The Core problem: 
The research finding s indicated that 90% of St. Joseph's source s o f income were 
from donation s (charities) and 10 % was from members ' contribution s as indicated in 
figure 2 . This indicates the organization is in heavily financed by charities and 
donations fro m variou s organizations and individuals . 
Figure 2: Sources of Income Distribution : 
Source: MEDAMA  Survey  October 2005 
(Average contributions  are  based on the actual income  as indicated in  table 4). 
The challenge toward this model of financing activitie s is the instabilit y of cash flow s 
from thes e sources as indicated in table 2 and figure 1  above. Durin g the survey , the 
centre wa s getting an average stabl e donations of TZS 150,000/ = per month which 
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left a  gap o f 70% of its total monthly needs. That trend threatened the sustainabilit y 
of St . Joseph i n providing adequate food, clothing, medical care, educationa l supplie s 
and recreational facilitie s to the need y children. Financia l sustainability wa s 
unavoidable questio n t o St . Joseph Healt h and Orphan Centre . 
Challenges identifie d by the surve y ar e summarize d i n Table 3  below wher e 
economic challenges wer e prominen t i n all other challenges an d i t was given higher 
priority for intervention a s indicate d i n Figure 3 below. 
Table 3: Summary of Identified Challenges:  
Challenges 
Economic Challenge s • Instabilit y of cash flows . 
• Limite d sources of income. 
• Limite d financia l resources . 
• Inadequac y o f essential facilities . 
Managerial Challenge s • Lac k of strategic direction. 
• Inadequac y o f managerial capacity . 
Political & Lega l 
Challenges 
• Th e center not bein g registered, henc e not 
meeting lega l requirements . 
Cultural Challenge s • Limite d loca l suppor t fro m loca l communities . 
• Differen t perception s an d economi c expectatio n 
from th e surroundin g community . 
Social Challenge s • Children' s don't want t o be called orphans . 
• Limite d capacit y to meet children's socia l needs. 
Source: MEDAMA Survey  October 2005. 
Among thos e economi c challenges , th e majo r causa l wa s identifie d a s lac k o f 
economic venture s t o generat e loca l income . Therefore , St . Joseph' s underlyin g 
organizational proble m wa s conclude d t o b e "inadequac y o f financia l resources an d 
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essential facilitie s i n St . Joseph' s children' s home" . I t ha s variou s idea s o n 
establishing Income Generating Activities (IGAs) but lac k initial financia l capital. 
1.4.11.2. Possible Areas fo r Intervention: 
St. Joseph Health and Orphan Centre prioritized areas of challenges for interventions 
as indicated in table 4 and figure 3. Th e economic challenges were given high 
priority for intervention as i t was considered as a base for other challenges . 
Table 4: Prioritization o f Areas where Problems Lies: 
Problem Leve l Weight 
Economic Challenges 10 
Managerial Challenges 8 
Legal Challenges 6 
Social Challenges 2 
Source: MEDAMA  Survey  October 2005 
(The priority levels  are extractedfrom table  5). 
One can wonder why the lega l challenges were rated lowe r to economic and 
managerial challenges while i t is risky to operate illegally . Whe n the researche r 
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Source: MEDAMA  Survey  October 2005. 
explored i t discovered that the centre has been cushioned by the regiona l social 
welfare offic e t o continue with operations while they are working on complying with 
the requirements, despite the district office threa t to close it for not complied with th e 
regal requirement. This made St . Joseph to feel lik e i t was not a pressing need 
compared to the other two challenges. However, lack of compliance with regal 
requirements could be also the reason for the limite d inflo w o f resources to the centr e 
as donors could have reservations on the lega l status of the organization and not 
realizing enough resources . 
When they were asked what should be done to the situation, they identifie d th e 
possible interventions toward those challenges as indicated in table 5: 
Table 5: Summary o f What Should B e Done 
Source: MEDAMA Survey  October 2005. 
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Area of Inteirentioii 
, . 
Possible Intervention 
Economic Development Interventions • Initiat e Income Generating 
Activities (IGAs) . 
• Diversif y th e source s of income. 
• Mobiliz e possible resources. 
Organization's Purpose and Direction . • Revie w and clarify organization' s 
purpose. 
• Develo p a strategic document to 
guide organizational operations. 
Household facilitie s and other needs • Develo p resources mobilizatio n 
initiatives. 
Legal Requirements • Negotiat e with the Government for 
extension o f time to fulfil l them . 
1.4.11.3. Comparison o f findings 
The research finding s are simila r to those findings of other survey s i n the regio n on 
the problems facing CBOs an d NGOs. On e of the comparisons fo r findings could be 
obtained fro m a Kenyan survey. Th e reason fo r choosing the Kenya n one i s that the 
two countries has man y similar aspects. "Lac k of funds an d external assistance" wa s 
ranked number one o f th e main problem encountered b y CBOs fro m a survey of 
"problems facing CBOs i n Western Kenya , Wanyama, F.O (2004). The problem s 
identified showe d that the lac k of adequate resources t o finance the provisio n of 
services is the mos t outstanding proble m facing the majority of CBOs i n the region 
as it is in M E D A MA research . 
The Kenyan experience indicate s most of CBOs financ e their activities through 
donations an d external assistance a s it is in M E D A MA researc h findings . The 
implication i s that most o f the CBO s initiat e activities that they cannot affor d to 
finance on their own with a view to looking out for donations an d other form s of 
external assistance t o sustain them. This becomes mor e evident when we look on 
how thes e organizations finance the implementatio n of their activities both in 
M E D A M A Surve y as indicated in figure 1 an d the Kenyan survey i n appendix 9. 
1.4.12. Implications and Recommendations: 
The survey results implie d that M E D A M A 's operation s at the centr e wer e affecte d 
by inadequac y o f financial an d economic resources. Dono r dependency wa s high as 
the majo r mode l of financing the center' s activities was identifie d as grants and 
donations. Th e challenge toward this model of financing activities was the instability 
of cas h flows from these sources, whic h threatened sustainability of the organization. 
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From th e foregoin g discussio n on the researc h findings , M E D A M A neede d t o give a 
particular focu s o n strengthening it s organizational capacity a t the centr e by building 
the financia l capacit y throug h initiatin g socia l enterprise s an d othe r diversifie d 
sources o f income. The possibl e areas that could be looke d a t a s incom e generatin g 
activities were merchandis e store , poultr y enterprise an d grai n mil l project . Resourc e 
mobilization initiative s could also b e institute d t o strengthe n th e financia l base an d 
acquisition of facilities a t the centre . 
Social enterprises would help M E D A M A t o achieve socia l impact throug h 
socioeconomic value creation. The social enterprise woul d incorporate commercia l 
forms o f income generation int o M E D A M A ' s operation s a t the centre as a means to 
accomplish it s mission (social value) and achieve financia l sustainability (economi c 
value). Generally social enterprises would provide significant benefits t o M E D A M A , 
including increased income ; a diversified funding base; greater flexibility i n 
allocating income; improved organizational planning, management, and efficiency; 
improved relations wit h philanthropic donors; increase d an d improve d benefits fo r 
stakeholders; increase d self-confidence ; an d greater value placed on work. Therefore , 
social enterprise woul d be a means to achieve sustainabilit y through earne d incom e 
to the centre . 
Despite those challenges identifie d above, St . Joseph Centr e shoul d desire t o be a 
C B O wit h necessary facilitie s and capacity to provide a better care to the need y 
children. Facilitie s and capacity can be obtained i f it has enoug h financia l resources . 
To ensur e enough financia l resources ar e i n place, St . Joseph Centr e nee d t o inves t in 
viable economic activities and diversify its sources o f income. 
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Anne Garbutt (2004) "Community  Development  in  Rural Areas of  Central  Asia " 
indicates that social and economic problems cannot b e solved separately. Th e solving 
of socia l problems results i n changes i n the economic conditions of the population. 
Equally, changes i n the economic sphere result i n solving many socia l problems . 
Consequently, CBOs shoul d not limi t their activity to solving only social problems , 
but rather consider them together with economic problems. 
The need to ensure financial sustainabilit y of M E D A MA wa s the majo r outcome of 
the October 2005 survey . Lis a Cannon in "Mobilizing  Resources  and  Sustaining the 
Organization: Defining  Sustainability"  indicates , "Most definitions of financial 
sustainability have to do with an organization's ability to raise resources fro m variety 
sources (local , national, and international , private and public) . This mix of resource s 
should include increasing amounts o f local funding and earned income , to move the 
organization away from dependency o n foreign donors". C E D P A (1994 ) i n "Project 
Design for Program  Managers;  Conducting  Workshop  on Planning Community  -
Based Projects"  mentio n one way of ensuring financia l sustainabilit y is to "initiate 
income-generating projects" , "approac h othe r donors " and "initiate fund raising 
campaigns". 
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CHAPTER TWO : 
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATIO N 
Problem identificatio n exercise was carried out where cause and effec t o f the 
problems were analyzed. Th e exercise concluded with problem statement as 
analyzed below. 
2.1. Proble m Statement : 
Based on the needs assessment exercise, the proble m facing St. Joseph Healt h and 
Orphan Centre could be summarized as inadequacy o f necessary facilitie s and 
resources fo r provision of care to the needy children at the. Th e major causes of 
these deficiencies could be traced to the inadequac y o f stable source s o f financia l 
resources resulte d b y absence of initiatives in viable economic activities and clear 
plans to broaden th e fundin g base. 
That challenge has greatl y affected th e organization' s purpos e a s i t had limite d it s 
capacity to provide a better care to the needy children . Wit h that situation, children 
rights were undermined . I t was likel y fo r children to get waterborne disease s sinc e 
they didn' t use clean water whic h woul d hav e le d to higher medical expenses; I t was 
likely that children would have not loved to go to school since they ha d to walk long 
distances an d hence ge t poor education; Children a t the centre wer e affected b y not 
getting the intende d quality of care fo r their needs. They didn't ge t adequate food, 
clothing, medical care, and educational supplies ; the entire community was affecte d 
because no more orphan children were accepted a t the centr e sinc e the capacity of the 
centre t o meet extra children was limited . 
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2.2. Targe t Community: 
The target community was St . Joseph Healt h and Orphan Centre a t Kiseria n Village . 
In tha t community, there were 3 0 orphan childre n of ages ranging from 3  to 1 5 years 
and 9 care givers including the director . The income generating activitie s also 
targeted Kiserian community as potential customers . M E D A M A provide d 
supervision and monitoring as wel l a s mobilized the require d resource s fo r th e 
implementation o f the project . It s participation led to accomplishment o f projec t 
goals. Throug h this project, M E D A M A wa s empowered i n areas such as, busines s 
management skills, project designin g and implementation , enhanced financia l 
capacity and diversified sources o f income and resources . 
23. Stakeholder s 
The project invite d and was open to organizations that were willin g to contribut e 
toward raising the start-u p capital and the require d resources . Tw o organizations an d 
other individual s participated i n the project . Thes e organizations wer e M C C 
Tanzania and The Schoo l of St. Jude . Thes e two organizations playe d a role of 
funding an d consultancy. S o far among these two organizations, i t is M CC Tanzani a 
which had expressed it s feeling about the projec t a s i t was "Good an d efficient an d 
targeted appropriate population " however they raise d a  concern fo r a project bein g 
risky "Risky because so much i s invested i n leadership o f one person" . Th e director 
played a major rol e in the organization . I n her absence, there is a fear tha t everything 
wil l collapse . 
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2.4. Hos t Organization 
The project wa s hosted b y M E D I C AL D A U G H T E R S O F M A RY ( M E D A M A ) . 
M E D A M A i s a faith based no n governmental organizatio n facilitating provision of 
basic needs and other  socio-economi c services to the need y childre n especially 
orphans in Arusha region of The United Republic of Tanzania . M E D A M A i s an 
autonomous institutio n with no any kind of affiliation. M y role in the projec t wa s 
that of an intern and external facilitator . My responsibilities included; facilitation and 
consultation i n initiating IGAs; facilitating development o f strategic resourc e 
mobilization initiatives ; and evaluating project implementatio n an d I  was reporting to 
M E D A M A ' s Director . 
2.5. Projec t goal 
In respons e to the situatio n above , Integrated Mult i Activitie s i n Generating Earnings 
(IMAGE) projec t wa s developed wit h a goal stated as "enhanced organizationa l 
capacity in caring the need y children" . The project aime d to achieve this goal through 
establishing economic activities; diversifying sources o f income; and mobilizin g 
resources strategically . 
The above goa l was defined a s a state where St . Joseph i s having sufficient an d stabl e 
financial resource s an d it s sources wit h necessary facilitie s for children at the centre . 
This state would have bee n reache d throug h establishmen t o f viable economic 
activities in form of social enterprises and diversified its sources o f income. 
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2.6. Projec t Objectives 
The project had the followin g specifi c objectives: 
Objective 1:  "Establish 3 income generating project s namel y Merchandise Store, 
Poultry Enterprise, and Grain Mill in g a t the Centre in Kiserian by 
December 2006". 
Objective 2:  "Develop strategic resourc e mobilizatio n initiative s for St. Joseph' s 
capital investments b y December 2006". 
While objective 1  was geared to increase financia l resource s t o the centre throug h 
generated loca l incom e from IGAs , objective 2 intended to mobilize and tape 
resources fro m differen t source s for replenishment o f facilities a t the centre. 
To achieve these objectives, the project needed bot h human, financia l an d material 
resources, a s wel l a s customers fo r the IGA s products . 
M E D A M A di d not have all of the needed resource s fo r implementation of the 
project. I t was expected to solici t resources fro m donor s and individual s in order to 
get the required resources. I t had only human resources includin g myself for projec t 
management. However , it was going to seek external consultation fro m 
organizations with relevant expertise i n some areas of the projec t lik e i n poultry and 
milling project when becomes necessary . 
2.7. Projec t Feasibility 
According to Simon Payeur (1996), one of the main criteria to choosing an IG A 
should be its profitability. The empirical evidence for the proposed IGA s indicate 
that i f well managed coul d be profitable as they can generate sufficient income to 
cover all costs. However, Sutia Kim Alte r (2000) indicate s that social enterprise s 
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don't need to be profitable to be worthwhile. The y can improve efficiency an d 
effectiveness o f the organization by reducing the need for donated funds , providin g a 
more reliable, and diversified fundin g base. The motive for I M A G E IGA s i s to 
incorporate socia l enterprises int o the organization for income diversification an d not 
for ful l financia l self-sufficiency . Georg e Rodriguez (2005) indicate starting IGA s 
depends o n the amount o f capital available, the busines s secto r (whether i s growing 
or not) , and the market (demand) . Simo n Payeur (1996) adds that factor s 
contributing to the success o f IGAs include knowing how income can be generated , 
the presence o f necessary technica l skills for implementing the selecte d IGAs , 
managerial skills and profitability o f the IGAs . Resa l Bangladesh (2000) indicates 
the limitin g factors fo r the poultry enterprise coul d be lack of necessary marke t 
information, reluctanc e to take risks , lack of necessary asset s to start viable IGAs, 
lack of basic knowledge in business managemen t an d cost benefi t calculations. 
The feasibilit y stud y on the proposed areas for social enterprises wa s carried out to 
ascertain their relevance and viability based on the above factors fo r success and 
failures. The findings  indicated that other things being constant; th e projec t wa s 
feasible since there were ready markets fo r IGAs' products . Th e assessment done by 
M E D A M A i n October 2005 indicated "niche market" in wholesale store and millin g 
project. Demand for indigenous chicken and its products at the cit y centre wer e 
increasing. Th e initia l capital for the store and poultry was affordable an d the 
willingness and eagerness shown from th e beginning by M E D A M A a s a way to get 
out the centre fro m critica l financia l constrain s ensured implementatio n once the 
project gets started. Thes e projects were not highly technical demanding in which 
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ordinary people with littl e training could operate them. The project di d not need 
special market informatio n as i t had a niche market. Th e project facilitato r had 
adequate knowledge in business managemen t a s he i s a graduate in busines s 
administration. The empirical evidence indicate s that 10-1 5 chicken can produc e 
450,000 TZS - 800,00 0 TZS per year . 
The summary of the factor s contributin g to success an d failure on the propose d IGA s 
are summarized in table 6  bellow. 
Table 6 : IGAs Feasibility Study Summary 
IGAs Factors for Success Limiting Factors 
Merchandise Stor e > Ca n start with any 
capital. 
> Nich e market . 
> Merchandise s are 
available in the city . 
> Securit y around the area . 
> Inadequat e knowledge of 
operating the store . 
> Busines s discipline vs. 
service discipline could be a 
challenge. 
Poultry Enterprise > Lo w capital is 
required. 
> Lo w skills needed . 
> Immediat e return . 
> Requir e minimum 
land. 
> Deman d i s very high 
> Poo r management . 
> Hig h price s of inputs. 
> Shortag e o f quality poultry 
breed. 
> Lo w productivity of 
indigenous breed . 
> Ne w poultry diseases . 
Grain Mil l in g Projec t > Capita l i s relatively 
low 
> Nich e market . 
> Hig h operation costs . 
> Inadequat e technical skills . 
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CHAPTER THREE : 
LITERATURE REVIE W 
The theoretica l review will focu s on Income Generating Activities (IGAs) , micro -
enterprises, and social enterprises (characteristic s for success, factor s associate d wit h 
failure (limitations ) and how to select IGAs) ; the context of capacity building; How 
strategic resource mobilizatio n can be used as a tool in financia l capacit y building; 
how incom e generating activities (micro and socia l enterprises) ar e financed; the 
relevancy of the project ; rationale for introducing social enterprises i n non profit 
making organization (faith based organization) whose core mission is other than 
business; possible opportunities and threats in different type s of IGAs; and the 
sustainability o f the project . The empirical review will cit e experience from the field 
and similar projects bot h in Tanzania and other countries. Polic y review will focu s 
on th e policies in the country (Tanzania) and from internationa l organizations. The 
search wil l includ e Small and medium enterprises; industria l development; Micro -
finance, and agriculture and livestock policies. 
3.1.0. T H E O R E T I C AL LITERATUR E 
The theoretica l literatur e wil l includ e literature s tha t guide d th e projec t selection ; 
literatures tha t justify the project; literature s tha t guide d the planning and designing 
of the project; and literatures that provide implementation guidance. 
3.1.1. Faith Based Organizations: 
M E D A M A i s a faith base d organizatio n trying to introduce the economic activities 
into it s operations. Th e question was , are FBO s goo d i n doing business ? Shoul d 
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FBOs operat e activitie s lik e IGA s outsid e thei r mission ? Le t u s se e wha t som e 
scholars have said in these areas. 
Fredrica D . Kramer, Demetra S . Nightingale, John T. Spaulding , Shayne Spaulding, 
Burt S . Barno w (2002 ) o n thei r articl e "Faith-Based  Providing  Employment  and 
Training Services"  define s a  faith-based organizatio n (FBO) a s "churche s an d othe r 
congregations o r houses of worship; nonprofit organizations affiliated wit h churches , 
congregations o r religions ; an d loca l nonprofi t organization s affiliate d wit h a n 
umbrella o r nationa l faith-base d network . Faith-base d nonprofi t organization s 
generally maintain a faith-based missio n but the service s they deliver may or may not 
have a  faith-base d conten t an d the y do  no t necessaril y restric t participant s t o those 
who adher e to that faith". 
Cynthia E . Griffi n (1988 ) "Keeping  the  faith-faith-based economic  development: 
Entrepreneur" indicate s faith-base d economi c developmen t i s no t a  ne w trend . 
Entrepreneurship ha s becom e a  majo r too l tha t faith-base d communit y developer s 
had t o revitaliz e urban areas . The mov e int o entrepreneuria l venture s wa s a  natura l 
evolution o f th e churches ' missio n t o hel p th e poor . Religiou s organization s als o 
needed mone y to maintain their core activities in the fac e o f a shrinking government 
and corporat e belt-tightening . Th e issu e o f generatin g operatin g mone y an d hel p 
community businesses develo p became important . 
3.1.2. Capacity Building ; and Strategic Resource Mobilization : 
Since th e projec t aime d o n buildin g th e futur e capacit y o f M E D A M A i n servic e 
delivery, w e wil l star t by lookin g the capacit y buildin g context . Susa n Dohert y and 
Steven E. Mayer, Ph.D . (2003 ) i n their report on "Results  of an inquiry  into Capacity 
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Building Programs  for  Nonprofit  Programs"  indicat e tha t ther e ar e man y way s t o 
define "organizationa l capacity. " I t ca n b e define d a s "a n organization' s cor e skill s 
and capabilities , such a s leadership , management , financ e an d fundraising , program s 
and evaluation , in order t o buil d th e organization' s effectivenes s an d sustainability." 
They se e capacit y buildin g a s th e proces s o f assistin g an  individua l o r grou p t o 
identify an d addres s issue s an d gai n the insights , knowledge an d experienc e neede d 
to solv e problem s an d implemen t change. " The y furthe r defin e capacit y a s "th e 
ability of nonprofit organization s to fulfil l thei r missions in an effective manner. " As 
a proces s o f influencin g organization' s abilitie s t o gover n an d manag e itself , t o 
develop asset s an d resources , t o forg e th e righ t communit y linkages , and t o deliver 
valued service s -  al l combinin g to meaningfull y addres s it s mission. " Wit h mor e 
capacity, there's a greater chance o f better addressing missio n or purpose. Therefore , 
"Capacity" i s the ke y to long-ter m sustainability . Th e capacity tha t I M A G E projec t 
intended t o buil d wa s tha t o f developin g asset s an d resource s i n orde r t o fulfil l 
M E D A M A ' s missio n an d purpos e a t th e centr e an d henc e hav e long-ter m 
sustainability. 
Carol J . De Vita and Cory Flemin g (2001) i n their book titled "Building  Capacity  in 
Nonprofit Organizations"  indicat e that building the capacity of community-based 
organizations and the nonprofi t secto r i s not a simple task a s there is no magic 
formula that guarantees success, and littl e agreement exists on where to begin or 
what to do. They suggest that nonprofits lik e M E D A M A fac e two broad decisions 
when attempting t o succeed i n their complex environments. They can institut e eithe r 
internal or external strategies . Althoug h an organization can follow bot h approache s 
simultaneously, it is likely to place greater emphasis o n one strateg y relativ e to the 
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other. "Interna l strategie s comprise various management initiative s designed t o 
produce greate r organizational efficiency, effectiveness, an d flexibility . This 
approach migh t include internal management change s tha t allow nonprofit s t o 
continue their current activities , but i n a more efficient and effective manner . 
Externally oriented capacity-building strategies attempt to alter the relationshi p 
between individua l nonprofit s an d the fundin g and politica l system s i n which the y 
operate. Organizations will adop t ne w resource strategie s to address uncertainty an d 
to heighten the prospect s o f organizational survival , stabilize relations with othe r 
groups i n the community , and reduce ove r dependence o n specific sources of 
funding". The I M A G E projec t wit h M E D A M A wa s compatible with suggestion s 
raised above on the externa l decision route a s the projec t component s wer e designed 
to introduce new sources o f income generation tha t would reduce d ultimately 
dependency o n one source o f funding. Th e strategic resourc e mobilizatio n was a tool 
in capacit y building that also led to diversification of funding sources . 
Weisbrod, Burto n A . (1998 ) i n "To  Profit  or  Not  to  Profit:  The  Commercial 
Transformation of  the  Nonprofit  Sector"  indicate s mountin g evidenc e tha t nonprofi t 
organizations ar e becomin g increasingl y busines s oriente d an d mor e incline d t o 
diversify good s an d service s t o expan d thei r financia l capacity . Expandin g financia l 
capacity wa s a  majo r goa l o f I M A G E project . Gronbjerg , Kirste n A . (1993 ) i n 
"Understanding Nonprofit  Funding:  Managing  Revenues  in  Social  Services  and 
Community Development  Organizations"  not e tha t initiative s t o increas e th e 
predictability an d continuity in funding wil l improv e a nonprofit' s abilit y to pla n the 
allocation o f resources an d activities . Moreover, resource diversificatio n strategies to 
reduce dependenc e o n singl e source s o f revenue an d ca n b e internall y or externally 
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driven. I M A G E projec t i n diversifyin g fundin g wa s bot h focusin g o n interna l an d 
external sources . 
Venture Philanthrop y Partners (2001 ) i n "Effective  Capacity  Building  in  Nonprofit 
Organizations" concur s with othe r author s tha t capacity buildin g takes longe r and i s 
more complicate d than on e woul d expec t therefor e patienc e i s required . "Buildin g 
capacity ca n fee l lik e a  never-endin g proces s becaus e improvement s i n one are a o r 
practice hav e a  wa y o f placing unexpected ne w demand s o n othe r areas , whic h i n 
turn trigge r ne w needs" . Th e I M A G E projec t too k thi s philosoph y an d designe d 
integrative IGA s and other initiate s to broaden th e fundin g base. Thi s concurred with 
author's vie w tha t "Nonprofits , just lik e businesses , nee d t o focu s o n buildin g th e 
capacity of their entire organization i f they want to maximize their socia l impact . The 
levels of effectiveness ar e no t any single initiative, bu t rathe r a  deliberate progra m to 
enhance it s capabilities at all levels, from it s strategy t o its systems and structure" . 
Carter McNamar a (1999 ) i n his article "Capacity Building  (Nonprofit)  " reveals that 
capacity buildin g effort s ca n includ e a  broa d rang e o f approaches , e.g. , grantin g 
operating funds , grantin g managemen t developmen t funds , providin g training an d 
development sessions , providin g coaching , supportin g collaboratio n wit h othe r 
nonprofits, etc . I n I M A G E project , capacit y buildin g wa s i n for m o f designing th e 
IGAs, solicitin g fund s t o ge t the m starte d an d coachin g th e implementer s an d 
operators o n how to run them. 
Alliance: http://www.aidsmap.com/en/docs/pdf/ResMobSec 1 .pdf indicates that 
resource mobilizatio n i s the process of getting resources, fro m resourc e providers, 
using different mechanisms , to implement the organizations' work. It is about getting 
a rang e o f resources, fro m a  wide range o f resource provider s (or donors), through a 
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number of different mechanisms . Resource mobilization has three key components -
resource providers , resources an d mechanisms for resource mobilization . 
Mechanisms includes, submitting grant proposals , special events, runnin g a small 
business, solicitin g donations, unsolicited contributions; Resources includes , money, 
technical assistance, huma n resources, materia l goods, free servic e and facilities ; 
Resource providers includes, international NGOs, bilatera l and multilateral 
organizations, national governments, businesses , an d individuals . 
3.1.3. Income Generation Activities; Micro-enterprises; and Socia l enterprises: 
Opportunity International Australia Limited (2006 ) from "frequent  asked questions: 
What is a micro enterprise?  "  defines micro-enterpris e as "small income-generatin g 
businesses owne d and operated b y entrepreneurs wh o derive most of their livelihoo d 
from th e business . Micro enterprises emplo y few people and most are famil y 
members. They use very little capital and typically are unabl e to acquire loans fro m 
commercial banks" . Wit h this definition, I M A G E felle d i n this category of micro 
enterprises sinc e it employed few people mainly the care givers who are lik e famil y 
members. 
Simone Payeur (1996) in a report titled "development  of activities for women 
communities in  Jordan and  Syria" indicat e that IGAs can be called micr o or small-
scale enterprise, whethe r i t is managed a t individua l or group level . One of the main 
criteria to choose an IGA shoul d be its profitability. The author add s that if IGAs ar e 
designed with a reliance on outside grants buil t into it, they are not designed to be 
self-sustaining busines s operations . On the contrary, business development focuse s 
on a certain level of profitability t o ensure self-sustainability . Those who get 
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involved i n small business developmen t generall y should have knowledg e of the 
prevailing economic environment an d business conditions . IGA s can be seen a s th e 
initiation phase in the progressio n t o smal l business development . Ther e i s no 
chance o f success fo r the implementatio n o f IGAs i f implementers remai n suspiciou s 
and not convinced of thei r interest . Therefore, i t is essential durin g all steps of the 
IGA settin g and especially from the beginnin g (identification and feasibility ) to 
integrate the implementer s i n the process . I M A G E projec t raise d the consciousnes s 
of M E D A M A i n carrying out the project . The y were involve d in all stages of projec t 
identification an d designing. Th e feasibility study carrie d out during the needs 
assessment and project developmen t explore d the prevaile d economic environmen t 
and business condition. 
Sutia K i m Alte r (2000) i n "A  Business Planning Reference  Guide for Social 
Enterprises" indicate s that, Social enterprise methodolog y centers  on achieving 
social impac t through socioeconomi c value creation. The social enterpris e 
incorporates commercia l forms o f income generation int o nonprofit organization s a s 
a means to accomplish mission (social value) and achieve financia l sustainability 
(economic value) . In the cours e o f starting an enterprise, th e nonprofi t organizatio n 
must buil d organizationa l capacity, i n order that both can be managed effectively . 
The organization must integrat e business tool s and practice s t o strengthen 
effectiveness an d performance. I n doing so, the traditiona l nonprofi t undergoe s a 
culture transformation an d emerges as a more entrepreneurial , market-drive n 
"businesslike" organization. 
The author ague s that social enterprises can provide significant benefits, includin g 
increased income ; a diversified funding base; greater flexibility i n allocating income; 
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improved organizational planning, management, an d efficiency; improve d relations 
with philanthropic donors; increased and improved benefits fo r stakeholders ; 
increased self-confidence; and greater valu e placed on work. He adds that, 
integrating social enterprises int o nonprofit organizations produces risk s that must be 
either managed o r avoided. Risks and benefits ar e analyzed in accordance wit h th e 
methodological aspects of social enterprise . 
The autho r reveals that social enterprise i s a means to achieve sustainability through 
earned income ; however, it is important to note that financial  objective s differ amon g 
organizations. The financial objectiv e of a socia l enterprise i s not by default viabilit y 
(generating sufficien t income to cover all costs) . Socia l enterprises don' t need to be 
profitable to be worthwhile. They can improve efficiency an d effectiveness o f th e 
organization by; reducing the need fo r donated funds ; providin g a more reliable, 
diversified fundin g base; or enhancing the quality of programs b y increasing market 
discipline. Nonprofit organizations have varying financial  motive s for incorporating 
social enterprises int o their organizations, ranging from incom e diversification t o ful l 
financial self-sufficiency . I M A GE wa s designed to exploit the above strengths of 
social enterprises a t the sam e time being proactive to the risks and challenge s 
associated with the project . 
3.1.4. Selecting IGAs; Small Businesses (Micro-enterprises); and Socia l 
Enterprise: 
George Rodriguez, Staf f Write r (2005) in their article "7  Methods in  Choosing 
Business" give s methods o f selecting the right business. The methods includes ; 
Choosing the right business i s the first step to entrepreneurial success ; The kind of 
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business that you start depends on the amount of capital you can raise; You ma y also 
want to start a business that has enjoyed fast growth in the pas t years ; This i s the idea 
behind the strategy o f focusing on a market niche, which ha s proven to be apt, even a 
lifesaver, fo r many small and home-based businesses . Niche entails offering uniqu e 
products or services to a few concentrated markets ; as a new entrepreneur, yo u may 
also consider a business that has already proven popular, dependable wit h consisten t 
demand, and can be found everywhere. A rapidly growing business sector , where 
many new businesses continue to operate, show s that there is great demand for the 
product; the market can absorb new entrants; an d i f by looking at the siz e of 
businesses operating , the market may be profitable even for one-person businesses ; 
Another strategy fo r selecting a business is to start one that is currently hot, hip and 
new; You ma y check the businesses with the greatest number of failure record. 
I M A G E i s a home based project with a  niche market i n merchandise store and grain 
milling project as well as increasing demand for poultry products. The amount of 
capital needed i s not so big. Th e project's sector s are reasonably growing . 
Simone Payeur (1996) in "development  of activities for women  communities in 
Jordan and  Syria " report suggest si x main steps of setting IGAs as ; identificatio n of 
IGAs based on factors contributing to the success of IGAs (should be able to analyze 
on how income can be generated fro m a n activity); technical feasibility consideration 
(whether the skill s for implementing the selected IGA s i s available). Management 
skills should not be forgotten since an IG A i s an economic venture, which needs 
specific skill s in management; Economi c and financial profitabilit y (IG A shoul d be 
profitable, that is to say they should produce income or a surplus (profit) and work 
without subsidies (sustainability). The feasibility stud y i s essential and should be 
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conducted befor e startin g any IG A (th e results  wil l allo w to find ou t whether a 
proposed activity is a good idea or not); Planning (Once the activit y has bee n 
carefully chose n all the operations shoul d be identified and liste d in logical and 
chronological order . These operations shoul d be scheduled and a timetable shoul d be 
drawn up. This means that all facilities and resources neede d t o carry out a given 
operation must be available in good time to avoid delay and ensure that the othe r 
operations begi n on schedule; planning for marketing (Products should be of good 
quality and competitive. Potential markets shoul d be investigated) ; and ways of 
financing. Marke t for I M A G E projec t wa s investigate d and studied ways of financing 
the projec t activities . An action plan was developed as a time table fo r 
implementation. Feasibility study was carried out . 
R E S A L Banglades h (2000) report o n the "prospects  and limitations  of  Income 
Generating Activities  as  Instrument for Food  Security of  the Poor" give s 
characteristics o f successful IGAs . These include ; "Successful IGA s are no t 
depending on the type of activity but rather on the skill s and knowledge of the perso n 
setting up an IG A an d on the socio-economi c context; In particular, for the ultra poor 
it i s important, that relatively low starting capital and lo w technical skills ar e 
sufficient t o start an IGA . Therefore , IGA s such as poultry rearing in most cases are 
successful, sinc e low capital is required, which reduces th e ris k for the investor . In 
addition, there is an immediate return fro m the activity . Other IGA s requiring low 
capital and skill s are vegetable gardenin g and smal l trade. With regar d to the startin g 
capital, particularly for the ultr a poor i t is favorable to inves t in an IG A from own 
savings rather than fro m taking a loan. From survey s i t is known that the highe r the 
starting capital, the highe r the succes s rate of IGAs. Furthermore , i t is favorable to 
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start with an IG A providin g immediate return and to gradually shift to other IGA s 
with a more long-term perspective. To reduce the ris k of failure, i t is recommended 
to set up several IGAs, combining IGAs with immediat e and long-term return" . 
I M A G E projec t was considered as project that will provid e immediate return. Th e 
project required low capital and skill s to start up. 
Sutia K im Alte r (2000) in "A  Business Planning  Reference  Guide  for Social 
Enterprises" articl e indicates that the leve l of social enterprise self-sufficienc y is 
based on financial objectives , the type of enterprise, an d it s maturity. Socia l 
enterprise methodolog y does not dictate breakeven o r profit-making; rather , financia l 
performance i s appraised by the abilit y o f the socia l enterprise t o achieve the 
financial objective s i t has set . Financia l self-sufficiency is achieved by increasing 
nonprofit organizations ' ability to generate sufficient income to cover all or a 
substantial portion of their costs or fund several social programs withou t continued 
reliance on donor funding. Experience d nonprofits may use complex structures an d 
have multiple mixed enterprises an d income streams. I M A G E projec t wa s designed 
based on the author's vie w of having "multiple mixed enterprises an d income 
streams". 
The autho r adds that, social enterprise serve s as a strategy t o diversify fundin g base 
(as i t was in I M A GE project) , decrease relianc e on donors, and recover or subsidize 
program costs. In these cases, the socia l enterprise offer s a  means t o reduce program 
deficits and employ resources mor e efficiently. Organization s seeking means t o 
diversify incom e may set modest financia l objectives . 
Social enterprises us e a  variety of methods t o generate commercial income to sustain 
operations. A t any give n time, a  socia l enterpris e ma y us e on e o r a  combinatio n of 
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methods, base d on the type of enterprise an d business strategy . On e of the method s is 
operating unrelate d busines s activities . Revenues fro m a  busines s unrelate d t o the 
organization's mission and created purposel y for funding specifi c social activitie s or 
the organization at-large. 
3.1.5. Financing IGAs ; Small Businesses; and Social Enterprises : 
Simone Payeur (1996) in "development of activities for women  communities in 
Jordan and  Syria" identifie s possible ways of financing IGA s base d on a particular 
focus of a project. "Since we are focusing, on profitable activities we should see the 
possibility of activities financed by the beneficiaries own funds an d sources of 
potential forms of credit. It is important that the real costs to be covered by 
beneficiaries. Nevertheless, an initial grant to cover start-up costs can help the 
establishment o f the IG A i n specific cases (high poverty for example). Grants and 
subsidies should carefully be used because the y distort the real costs and 
consequently the profitability o f the IGA . In addition the can undermine the self-
reliance of the beneficiaries" . As indicated by the author, I M A G E projec t looke d for 
grants to cover start-up cost of establishing IGAs. Afte r there , additiona l capital wil l 
be regenerated withi n a project. 
World Ban k Socia l Funds (2005) in "Financing Productive Assets  in Social Funds 
and CDD (2005) " in their article "How should income  generating activities  be 
financed: Loans  or Grants? " outlines some issues that surround provisio n of grants 
for private business (goods) . Thes e includes ; "Grants for income generating 
activities (IGAs) can reduce responsible use and increase subsidy dependence; May 
undermine a culture of financial disciplin e and forestall development of sustainable 
micro finance; is a temporary "fix" : peopl e need sustainable source s of financial 
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services, including savings as well a s loans . I M A G E projec t looke d forward to 
provide sustainable source s of finance to M E D A M A . I t was expected i n long-run 
I M A G E t o reduce subsid y dependence . 
The autho r also outlines when grants ar e an acceptable optio n in financing IGAs. I t is 
acceptable fo r the very poor, who are too vulnerable to take loa n risk; For poor 
people livin g i n an emergency o r post-conflict situation, who have fragile and 
insecure livelihoods , and few assets; For demonstration o f a new technology or 
economic activity that the poor would be unwilling to inves t in , as they do not know 
a) leve l of risk and b) i f they would b e able to realize increased incom e sufficient for 
loan repayment. I M A G E projec t felle d i n the vulnerable category that is why the 
project financing was solicited from grant s an d where loan s (credits) was reserved to 
be considered as a last resort especiall y for grain milling project . 
Sutia K im Alte r (2000) in "A  Business Planning  Reference  Guide  for Social 
Enterprises "  argues that social enterprises, lik e any other businesses , nee d capital to 
grow. It's not only a question of financing, bu t also of the righ t kind; capital must 
correspond to socia l enterprise financia l needs , busines s cycles, and maturity. 
Furthermore, like any other business, the best make good use of borrowed capital and 
their own risk capital. I M A G E wa s the right M E D A M A 's projec t fo r the centre and 
in the area. I t was too demanding and mostly labor intensive. 
World Ban k (1996 ) i n "Are  Social  Funds  an  Effective Mechanism  to  Deliver Credit 
for Micro  enterprise  Development?  "  indicates some controversia l in direct financing 
of investmen t i n income-generatin g activitie s throug h matchin g grant s (wher e 
"matching" implies some co-financing of the investment  b y the gran t recipients) . The 
controversy arise s becaus e investmen t t o generat e a  flo w o f incom e i n principle 
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should b e financed  throug h equit y o r debt, to ensure that the incom e benefits excee d 
the cos t o f th e fund s involved . However , i n ver y poo r communitie s wher e n o 
financial service s ar e presen t t o facilitat e saving s o r credit , socia l fund s sometime s 
wish t o g o beyon d traditiona l economi c an d socia l infrastructure  investment s t o 
directly suppor t income-generatin g assets . M E D A M A wa s considere d a s amon g th e 
poor communitie s who m canno t rais e capita l throug h equity . The y ca n borro w a 
limited amount o f capital but that was reserved a s a las t resort . 
World Bank 1996 indicates for IGAs financed  b y grants to be effective, gran t 
assistance shoul d be targeted t o very poor communities or groups that are beyond the 
current reac h of micro (or other) finance  institutions ; The activities financed must b e 
cost-effective way s of reducing poverty. The investments shoul d not compet e 
directly with private investment (existin g or likely) ; The beneficiaries should 
contribute a t least partly in cash; the cash contribution should be around 10 % and, in 
any case, no less than 5 % of the total project cost . This cash contribution could serv e 
toward the initia l working capital to operate the activity ; Grants should be combined 
with training and suppor t to establish loca l savings and credit associations to captur e 
increased incom e flows and finance futur e IGA s (group or individual ) on a 
sustainable basis . I M A G E projec t activitie s were planned to be cost effective. Ther e 
was no stif f competition in the area fo r this project. M E D A M A contribute d labo r in 
the project . Informa l training was provided on how to run this project an d record 
keeping. 
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3.1.6. Challenges; Constraints; limitations; and problem s to IGAs, Smal l 
Businesses and Socia l Enterprises: 
R E S A L Banglades h (2000) from a report on the "prospects  and limitations  of 
Income Generating Activities  as  Instrument for Food  Security of  the Poor" give s the 
reason fo r low success rate of IGAs. The report indicate s "lack of necessary asset s to 
start viable IGAs and reluctance to take risks ; lack necessary marke t information , 
relying on traders who pay extremely low prices for IGAs products . I n addition, ultra 
poor are highly prone to many chronic diseases an d natural disasters , forcin g them t o 
spend their savings and sel l their assets for health expenditures, basi c consumption 
needs or reconstruction o f thei r houses. A s a result, they have no assets to inves t in 
an IGA . Man y o f the ultr a poor (often bein g illiterate) lack basic knowledge in 
business managemen t an d cost benefit calculation . In particular, in the starting phase 
of a n IG A i n most cases they don' t ge t necessary suppor t fro m the NGOs . Sinc e 
NGOs are largel y depending on the micro-credi t programmes t o finance thei r 
activities, they avoid including the ultr a poor, a group with high risk in loan default . 
Since the principa l interes t o f micro-finance institutions is loan recovery, economic 
results of IGAs, conditions for successful IGAs , and informatio n on how the credi t is 
used (i.e . for investment o r consumption) i s hardly available. I M A GE projec t wa s 
aware o f this situation and i t was prepared t o manage it. Th e project di d not need 
special market informatio n as i t had a niche market. Th e project facilitato r had 
adequate knowledge in business management , a s he i s a graduate in busines s 
administration. 
Sutia Ki m Alte r (2000) reveals the inheren t challeng e of operating a  social enterpris e 
as a challenge of managing to it s dual objectives. In practice, the busines s of 
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generating socia l and economic value means decisions and actions ar e i n frequen t 
opposition. This translates into calculated trade-offs: decision s to forsake social 
impact to gain market shar e or increase profi t margins; or conversely, expanding th e 
scope o f social good at a  financial cost. Problems occur when an organization' s 
enthusiasm t o meet its financial goals begins to overwhelm it s social mandate. 
M E D A M A i s a small organization stil l in pioneer phase (family stage). Decision 
making process i s not so complex, therefore I M A G E projec t decisio n did not so 
much interfere othe r organizationa l decisions. 
Mike Carte r (2005 ) i n hi s articl e "problems  with  poultry' says ; Intensiv e poultry -
keeping i s no t th e eas y income-generatin g activit y man y peopl e believ e i t t o be . 
People who know little about poultry-keeping may give advice. Sometimes people  d o 
not realiz e ho w muc h investmen t i s needed. Th e autho r pinpoint s th e mos t commo n 
problems agains t wha t shoul d b e don e a s follows : Poor  management  (Th e 
management i n intensiv e poultry-keepin g mus t b e ver y good . Ther e mus t b e stric t 
hygiene control : e.g. vaccinatio n agains t disease , foo t dip s a t th e door , disinfectin g 
the hous e for new chickens . There mus t b e enough spac e for each bir d an d sufficien t 
waterers, feeders , nes t boxes an d perches . I f day-old chick s are bought , the y mus t b e 
kept war m an d fe d a  correc t diet ; Poor  record-keeping  (Productio n an d mone y 
records ar e needed . Chicken s not producin g well (egg s or meat) must b e culled (sold 
or killed ) quickly ; Wrong  type  of chicken  (Th e chicken s ma y hav e com e originally 
from anothe r country. They may only be able to produce wel l i n a very different typ e 
of housing , o r unde r a  different managemen t system. Unde r village conditions, loca l 
chickens are often th e mos t reliabl e and profitable ; Project started  too large  (Perhap s 
200 laye r chick s were bough t befor e th e skill s an d knowledg e i n intensiv e poultry -
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keeping wer e gained , o r befor e i t wa s certai n th e chick s woul d d o wel l an d th e 
produce sel l well) ; Inaccurate  budgeting  (Th e farme r o r projec t member s nee d t o 
work out accurately, before beginning , exactly how much food growin g chickens eat. 
Other costs -  medicines, vaccines, and equipment -  must be added. Wit h layer s it wil l 
be six months before the first  eggs are laid ; i n the meantime there wil l b e no income; 
and Feed  supply  problems (Perhap s fee d suppl y or quality failed; ther e was no more 
cash to buy feed; there was no transport. Layin g chickens will sto p producing if feed 
quality change s o r i f they hav e t o g o withou t fee d o r wate r fo r jus t 2 4 hours . 
Chickens ea t simila r foo d t o people , so i f food i s short, intensiv e poultry may be in 
competition wit h people . This inevitabl y will lea d to suppl y problems . Th e autho r 
provided exhaustive information for I M A G E poultr y project area . Th e guideline was 
worked out during establishment of a project . 
3.1.7. Community Economi c Development ; Project Design and Management: 
Different scholar s have written in regards to community projects design and 
management. Gajanayak e (1993) from "A  Participatory Training  Manual on 
Community Project  Development"  provide s guidance in developing community 
development projects that was considered in development of the proposed I M A G E 
project. H e indicates "developing community projects involve s understanding the 
community; assessing it s needs; formulatin g goals and objectives based on the 
identified needs , assessing resources and constraints, and identifyin g an d sequencing 
activities of the project". I M A G E projec t development underwent that process. 
I M A G E projec t goa l and objectives was developed based o n Gajanayake (1993 ) "A 
Participatory Training  Manual  on  Community  Project  Development"  an d C E D P A 
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(1994) "Project  Design  for Program  Managers;  Conducting  Workshop  on  Planning 
Community -BasedProjects"  definitions . Goal s are defined as broad solutions to the 
problems or project result s and ; objectives are statement s that specifies the outcome s 
of the projec t i n which are ends . GT Z (ZOOP ) "an  introduction to  the Method" and 
N O R A D : Th e Logica l Framewor k Approac h (LFA ) "Handbook  for  Objective 
Oriented Project  Planning"  suggest s that problem tree be transformed i n objectives 
tree. However , the approac h use d i n IMIGI projec t picke d onl y a  core problem, as it 
is no t intendin g to addres s al l problems identifie d during the proble m identification 
exercise. 
In designin g the I M A G E project , some contribution from differen t C E D scholar s was 
also considered. These scholars were helpful i n defining how C ED projec t should 
look like and what elements i t should have. Peac e Corp (2002)' "A  Community 
Economic Development;  Training Guide for Peace  Corp  Volunteers  " outlines C E D 
as a process i n which communities undergo a  series of processes t o achieve 
development. I t acknowledges unique sets of development challenges in 
communities; due to community's different backgrounds , their needs are differen t 
which impl y the approach to address them i s different. Thi s outlook conquers wit h 
the idea raised by Stan Burkey (1993) from hi s book "A  Guide to  Self-reliant 
Participatory Rural  Development"  tha t "there is no universal path to development ; 
each society must find  it s own strategy". I t emphases self sustaining development 
when i t make a call fo r building capacities of grass root loca l communities to 
increase economic opportunities and socia l services for improved standard o f their 
lives. It clarify tha t people are responsible for their own development i n which they 
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need comprehensive integrated developmenta l strategies through raised 
consciousness by within and external facilitators. 
Other literatures also provide important learning in this field o f C E D. Th e need for 
integration of economic and socia l dimension rose by Stewart (2003) in "Real 
Community Economic  Development"  highlight s the inter-dependabilit y of these 
aspects. H e also adds that the goa l of economic activity is to achieve a social purpos e 
in whic h economic growth is a base for meeting social services . Sta n Burkey (1993 ) 
also concurs with this idea when he says "Economic development i s a base for other 
types of development". Development s are need oriented and slow moving process 
for satisfactio n and restoration of lives o f the community as indicated by Stewart 
(2003). Pro f Yoe l (2003 ) in "Yes  But Is It CED?  "  reminds us C ED proces s i s about 
capacity change an d he emphases the need to build sustainabl e capacitie s o f th e 
communities. 
3.1.8. Financial Sustainability: 
The nee d to ensure financial sustainabilit y of M E D A MA wa s the majo r reason fo r 
designing this project. For sure, we needed als o to focus on the sustainabilit y of 
I M A G E projec t bu t here we wil l focu s on the financia l sustainabilit y of the 
organization that informed the need for this project. Lis a Cannon in "Mobilizing 
Resources and  Sustaining the  Organization:  Defining  Sustainability  "  indicates, 
"Most definitions of financial sustainabilit y have to do with an organization's ability 
to raise resources fro m variet y sources (local , national, and international , private and 
public). This mix of resources shoul d include increasing amounts o f local funding 
and earned income , to move the organization away from dependenc y o n foreign 
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donors". C E D P A (1994 ) i n "Project  Design for Program  Managers;  Conducting 
Workshop on Planning Community  -Based  Projects  " mention one way of ensuring 
financial sustainabilit y i s to "initiate income-generating projects", "approac h othe r 
donors" and "initiate fund raising campaigns". 
3.1.9. Small and Medium-Sized Enterprise s 
U N - E C E Operationa l Activities (1996) indicate s SMEs i n market economies are th e 
engine of economic development. Due to their private ownership, entrepreneurial 
spirit, their flexibility  an d adaptability as wel l as their potential to react to challenges 
and changing environments, SME s contribute to sustainable growt h and employment 
generation i n a significant manner. Entrepreneur s ar e people with the abilit y to see an 
opportunity, to obtain the necessary capital , labor, and other inputs , and to know how 
to put together an operation successfully, and with the willingnes s to take th e 
personal risk of success or failure. 
The small business enterprise i s often describe d as the natura l bone of 
entrepreneurship. I t provides the idea l environment enabling entrepreneurs to 
exercise their talents to the ful l an d to attain the goal s and objectives they have set for 
themselves... I n all successful economies, entrepreneurs are seen a s essential fo r 
growth, job creation and social progress and the virtues of small busines s are by now 
almost universally accepted . 
From the Israe l experience, the major advantages of small busines s li e in its potential 
for innovation , flexibility,  lo w start-up costs, rapid development, and the distribution 
of risk. Smal l business provides a solution not only to a general unemploymen t 
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situation but also to the employment problems of special population groups such as 
new immigrants, women and demobilized soldiers. 
Small businesses, however , suffer fro m obstacle s encountered i n financing, 
management, marketing , export facilities , acces s to information sources and 
bureaucracy. A l l o f these make i t difficult fo r small businesse s t o establish 
themselves an d compete i n the free market . 
The role of states is to guarantee fund fo r small businesses . The goal of the Fund is 
helping establish or expand smal l businesses i n all sectors o f the economy. 
The government serve s as the loa n guarantor fo r bank loans , so that the banks wil l 
extend loans to small businesses despit e insufficien t collateral. Rather than collateral, 
the banks require a detailed business plan , based on which the application for credit 
is judged. 
UNIDO &  O E CD (2004 ) show s SM E secto r wil l b e healthy whe n there is : A culture 
of enterpris e i n society which reward s individua l a s wel l a s collectiv e initiative and 
innovation i n al l it s citizens , includin g th e sociall y exclude d an d othe r minorit y 
groupings. The firs t step towards the creatio n of such a culture lie s in education; An 
economic, politica l and socia l climate that encourages a  high rate of business star t up 
and survival leadin g to an overall increas e of the S M E stock ; A significant proportion 
of qualit y businesses containe d i n the ne w stock ; A n economic an d socia l climat e 
which encourage s existin g SME s t o grow ; A  sympatheti c an d entrepreneuria l 
stakeholder environmen t fo r SMEs . W e hav e see n tha t eve n internationa l 
organization policie s are i n support o f SMEs; therefore , I M A G E endeavo r ha s a  ful l 
support o f both loca l and international. 
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3.1.10. Annotated Literatures on Organizational Problems and Surveys: 
The following literature s wer e reviewed and provided important input s on the topic 
"Organizational Problems for CBOs and NGOs" : 
• The  10 Most Common  Organizational  Problems:  Getting  To  Their Source b y Susan 
Gross (1983). Th e author highlight s the literatur e on most common problem s 
facing not-for-profi t organization s based o n her consultancy experience i n many 
organizations. She also provides ways in which not-for-profi t organizatio n deals 
with symptoms of problems rather the rea l question. Sh e recommends adoptin g a 
diagnostic approach i f a research o r an organization wants to discover the real 
(core) question . 
• Interfacing  the  State and the Voluntary  Sector for African  Development:  Lessons 
from Keny a by Wanyama, F.O (2004). Th e survey examined the possibilit y of 
forging a  complementary rol e between th e state and the voluntary sector sinc e 
neither has the capacity to single-handedly arrest the development crisi s on the 
continent. The paper i s based o n primary data that was collected in a survey of 
community-based organizations (CBOs ) i n Western Keny a between 200 1 and 
2002, which examined the relationship of the two and the problem s facing CBOs in 
that area. 
• "Community  Development  in  Rural Areas of  Central Asia "  by Anne Garbutt 
(2004). Th e author provide s ways in which CBO s can solve their socia l and 
economical problems simultaneously as they cannot b e solved separately. Sh e 
provides an approach that will lea d to optimal results o f interventions. 
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uA participatory  Poverty  Assessment  Study for Arusha  Municipal  Council  b y 
Equitable Community Development Foundation & Arusha Municipal Counci l 
(May 2002), Fina l Report . Th e author i n assessing povert y leve l also highlights 
different problem s facin g CBOs an d NGOs i n Arusha Municipality. 
Here are highlight s of the literatur e use d i n survey design and instruments : 
• The  Practice of  Social Research,  7t h Ed by Babbie, E. (1995): Belmont ; Mail and 
Telephone Surveys. The Total Design Method  b y Dillman, D . A. (1978): New 
York. The authors provide different basi s for determining fai r response rate from 
different instrument s o f surveys. 
• Reliability  and  Validity  in  Surveys by Colorado State University 199-2006; How to 
Measure Survey  Reliability and  Validity  by Mark S . Litwin: Universit y of 
California, Lo s Angeles. The authors provide discussion on reliability and validit y 
in surveys . Th e discussion gives different way s of establishing reliabilit y and 
validity from the two variables, independent an d dependent variables. 
a How to  Conduct Surveys.  A Step-by-Step Guid e by Fink A . an d Koseccof f J . 
(1985): S A G E Publications . The internationa l Professiona l Publishers , Newbury 
Park London New Delhi. Th e author provide s simplicity different method s and 
steps of conducting surveys regardless ho w skillfu l th e researche r is . Step s range 
from surve y designing, analyzing data to presenting th e results . 
• Intro  to Research Methods,  Descriptive  Designs  b y NetTom Research Design 
(2005). The author discuse s differen t researc h methods . I n relation to this survey, 
the autho r provide d great inputs on designing descriptive and explorator y 
instrument. Th e author emphasize s th e us e o f "what" question s i n descriptive and 
exploratory designs . 
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• Researc h Methods Knowledge Base: Types of designs by Willia m M . K . Trochim 
(2002). The author provide s ways in which a research (survey ) design can b e 
classified. H e provides questions an d answers i n form of " if this is... , then i t is .. . 
that can help a researcher to determine th e surve y design. More specifically the 
author provide d great determination o f whether th e surve y i s experimental o r non 
experimental. 
3.2. EMPIRICA L LITERATUR E 
3.2.1. Poultry Experience in Bangladesh: 
Dr. Kaz i Abdu l Fatta h i n "Poultry  as  a Tool  in Poverty Eradication  and  Promotion 
of Gender Equality"  share s empirical experience fro m poultr y rearing i n Bangladesh 
as follows ; I n a condition where man y people are landless , unde r privileged , having 
no land for crop cultivation, education o r formal skill s to participate i n income 
earning activities , poultry play a very important rol e for income generation an d 
poverty alleviation for this class particularly for the distresse d wome n as describe d 
above. Poultr y rearing play a very vital role for incom e generation o f this group, a s 
this requires minimu m land, short capita l and not very high skills . The efforts t o 
establish poultr y rearing as a source o f income generation an d a means of poverty 
eradication ar e now generating incom e ranging from US $ 60 to $375 . 
The author als o shares some poultry constraints i n Bangladesh as ; Hig h price s of 
medicines and feed ingredients ; Unskille d people  appointed b y NGOs; Shortag e o f 
suitable goo d quality poultry breed; Too few breeding farms an d hatcherie s fo r chick 
production; Low productivity of the indigenou s breed ; New poultry diseases and 
non-availability of vaccines against them ; Insufficien t fund s fo r transfer o f 
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sustainable technologies ; Lac k of organized marketing system; and Access to credi t 
and financia l institutions. Thi s experience showe d poultry enterprise wa s a positive 
undertaking fo r I M A GE project . Th e income analysis helped I M A G E i n planning the 
size of the project . 
3.2.2. Poultry Experience in Tanzania : 
The following literature s provide d the empirica l experience o f poultry in Tanzania. 
Melewas, J.N . (1989 ) i n his paper "The  Contribution  of  Poultry to  the National 
Economy"; Minga , U . M . , Katule, A ., Yongolo , M . and Mwanjala , T. (1996), "The 
rural chicken  industry  in Tanzania: Does  it make sense? " An d Salum, M.R. , 
Mwamuhehe, H.A. , Mtambuki , A . B . and Mwihumbo , A. (1999), "Report of the 
informal survey  on village chickens  in Southern Tanzania 
Melewas, J.N . (1989) , the majo r constrain t t o rural chicken development i s 
Newcastle disease (ND). Th e disease causes 90% mortality rates and sometime s 
decimates whol e flocks during outbreaks. Contro l of ND i n rural areas is almost non -
existent du e to lack of an appropriate vaccine . Effective control of ND i n village 
chickens wil l enabl e poo r flock owner s to realize the economi c potentia l o f thi s 
industry. Economic analysis of rural poultry in Tanzania indicated that i t is a viable 
enterprise an d a promising alternative sourc e o f income for rural households. I t was 
calculated that with minimum input, a family stand s to gain between US $ 563-1000 
per year, which is more than the pe r capita income (US$ 130), as lon g as ND is 
controlled. 
Poultry play an importan t rol e in meeting economical and socia l obligations for th e 
household, especially for poor families. In addition to slaughtering fo r hom e 
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consumption, chickens are sold to raise money for the purchase o f food, medicine, 
clothes and payment of school fees, brid e price, farm implements , fertilizers, and 
levies. It is regarded as a special food durin g festivals, ceremonies, entertaining 
visitors and as a gift. Chickens are also kept for traditional healing and rituals. 
Economic studies of rural poultry keeping shown that the industr y was viable and 
promising alternative source of income for rural households as wel l a s for I M A G E 
project. Salum et al (1999) calculated that a household with 10-1 5 chickens, at a 
reproduction rate of 3-4 generation s pe r year and clutch siz e of 10-15 eggs, wil l 
generate an income of between 450 000 and 800 000 TZS. (US$563-1000 ) per year. 
This is more than the 199 7 per capital income of Tanzanians 39 (US$130). 
In a  small study in the Morogor o region involving eight villages, i t was observed that 
the ratio of chicks to growers to adults was 2:1:1 instea d of the idea l 2:2:1, due to 
relatively minor constraints. With minima l inputs , these constraints can be eliminated 
resulting in a surplus of 76.6 million growers and an income of 114.9 billion shilling s 
per year 
Minga e t al . (1996) . Far more benefits can be reaped fro m thi s industry with 
improvement in management practice s and genetic potential, which may  result in 
increase in clutch size , generations pe r year and liv e weight. Poultry enterprise in 
I M A G E projec t used these suggestions i n the projec t design. 
3.2.3. Experience from Indonesia in Micro-enterprise development : 
The Republi c of Indonesia: Income Generating Project for Marginal  Farmers  and 
Landless (215-ID)  Mid-Term Evaluatio n report indicate s Micro-Enterprise 
Development is possibly the area of greatest difficulty fo r the entrepreneurs a s many 
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of them are stagnating i n low income activities. It is , therefore, recommende d that: (i) 
in order to identify appropriate busines s opportunities , the data collected from 
business evaluations should be used; (ii) training in micro-enterprise developmen t 
should be provided to groups operating; (iii) business evaluation should be 
systematically; and (iv) suitable marketing opportunities in each area should be 
identified; specia l efforts shoul d be made to open up marketing channels to isolated 
villages, and to encourage villag e specialization in particular labor-intensive 
enterprises. I M A G E projec t was designed to exploit appropriate busines s and marke t 
opportunities. There was monitoring and evaluation of the projec t during the projec t 
implementation. 
3.2.4. Experience from the Mennonit e Church Grain Milling Project: 
The Tanzania Mennonite Church, Arusha Congregation has operated a  grain milling 
machine project fo r almost seven years now. I n a recent (Apri l 2006 ) discussion with 
a congregation secretary, Mr . Danie l Muhoch i i t stood out that the projec t ha s been 
beneficial t o the church not only as an income generating activity but also in 
providing employment and services to the nearby communities. H e indicated that the 
project faces a  challenge of having high operation costs made of salaries, electricity 
and maintenance. Revenu e has not reached the target simply because production has 
been low . Factor s associated with low production have been mainly the projec t 
location where there is low demand. Despit e of those challenges the projec t i s 
breaking even and remains with a  small surplus to support other  church activities. 
Community Based Health Promotion Program (CBHPP) of the Tanzania Mennonite 
Church in Mugumu Serenget i had also operated a  grain milling projec t befor e i t was 
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rented to a private person in year 2000. I n March 2006 conversation with Mr. 
Jumanne Magiri , Program Coordinator for CBHPP, i t was revealed that the project 
was situated i n a place where customers ha d to walk lon g distance to get the service. 
The carelessnes s o f the attendants caused some major breakdowns o f the machin e 
which resulted to high costs of repair and maintenance. Afte r a  competitor installed a 
milling machine somewhere betwee n i n 1999, CBHPP's millin g project production 
dropped tremendously. Th e project coul d no longer produce enough to pay its staff 
in turn resources fro m othe r activities were used to pay them. Finally , i t was decided 
that it should be rented to a private investor . The new investor tried and learned that 
he could not make money at the same location; he moved it to a different location. 
These two cases with the Tanzania Mennonite Church provid e an important learning 
on projec t location . Th e Arusha congregation project indicate s that the faith based 
organization can invest in milling business . Tha t is to say, I M A G E projec t for 
M E D A M A wa s a feasible project . 
3.3. POLICY REVIEW : 
The desig n of thi s project had taken consideration of some national and international 
policies. More policies wil l be considered as we go on with the project to ensure that 
the project maximizes the available opportunities and don't bypas s som e regulations . 
Here are the few of polices reviewed: 
3.3.1. Small and Medium Enterprises Policy 2002: 
I M A G E i s highly in favor of Small and Medium Enterprise s Polic y (2002) o f th e 
Government of Tanzania that gives the private sector a leading role in driving 
economic growth. Thus, the promotion of income generating activities , development 
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of a diverse and strong micro and small-scale enterprise (MSE ) sector , an d 
diversifying th e skil l base through vocationa l training is integral parts of the privat e 
sector development strategy . Th e issues o f rural poverty, high unemployment an d 
migration to rural areas have direct relevance to this economic strategy. Similarly , 
diversifying the structur e o f the economy to reduce dependenc y o n the agricultur e 
sector i s a major goa l of the Rura l Development Strategy. There i s a supportive 
policy environment fo r the promotion of income generating activitie s and th e 
development o f the S M E sector . Th e need to support th e informa l and S M E sectors , 
and strengthen an d diversify vocational training opportunities i s noted i n various 
policies and strategies . Th e Tanzania Development Vision 2025 , for example, 
emphasizes th e need to transform th e economy from a predominantly agricultural one 
with low productivity to a diversified and semi-industria l economy with a  modern 
rural sector. Through the Povert y Reduction Strategy Paper , the Governmen t ha s 
made a  commitment to sustained macro-economi c stability and rura l secto r 
development. I t emphasizes strategie s that will suppor t th e privat e secto r and rural 
communities in taking the lea d in developing a market-oriented economy . 
Strategies aime d at improvin g the lega l and regulatory framewor k include ; Simplif y 
business registratio n and licensin g procedures; simplif y ta x system an d introduc e tax 
incentives to nurse SMEs . The following strategie s are designed t o address 
infrastructure requirement s i n respect t o SMEs ; Loca l Authoritie s to allocate and 
develop land for SMEs ; Develo p industrial clusters and trade centres; Identif y and 
allocate underutilized public buildings to SMEs . 
The policy indicate s that the Governmen t wil l promot e entrepreneurshi p 
development throug h facilitatin g improved access o f SMEs to financia l an d non-
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financial services ; The Government wil l continu e to improve the physical 
infrastructures an d provision of utilities in collaboration with Loca l Authorities, 
private sector an d development partners ; Th e Government wil l enhanc e 
implementation of programmes aime d at simplification an d rationalization of 
procedures an d regulations s o as to encourage complianc e and minimiz e transactio n 
cost; The Government wil l enhanc e the capacity of institutions providing business 
training to SMEs ; The Government wil l facilitat e and suppor t programme s aime d at 
increased access o f information pertinent t o the developmen t o f SMEs; Th e 
Government wil l facilitat e acquisition and adaptation o f technologies as wel l a s 
enhance networking between R & D Institution s and SME s i n a bid to upgrad e 
technologies s o as to raise the productivity and competitiveness o f the sector ; 
Statement: 
The Government i s committed to facilitating support programme s aime d at 
improving SMEs ' acces s to market; The Government wil l enhanc e financial reform s 
aimed at further liberalizatio n o f the financia l secto r and the creation of financia l 
intermediaries to cater fo r SMEs ; The Government wil l facilitat e strengthening o f 
institutions and associations supportin g the S M E sector . 
Small Industries Developmen t Organization (SIDO) was established i n 1973 by Act 
of Parliamen t to plan, coordinate, promote an d offer every form of service to small 
industries. SID O remains the mai n government ar m for promoting SMEs i n the 
country. SIDO i n collaboration with other stakeholder s supporte d establishmen t o f 
S M E associatio n to empower the privat e sector . Som e of those associations includ e 
Tanzania Food Processor s Associatio n (TAFOPA) , Tanzani a Small Industrie s 
Organization (TASISO ) and 'Vikund i vy a Biashara Ndogo' (VIBINDO). Thes e 
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associations have bee n usefu l i n involving the member s i n all issues relate d to 
advocacy as well as accessibility to market, information , raw material , packaging and 
micro credit services. 
Other policies also emphasize the role of the privat e sector , an d i n particular the 
informal an d S M E sector , i n stimulating economic growth and developing the rural 
areas. They include: 
3.3.2. Sustainable Industrial Development Policy 1996-2020: 
I M A G E projec t (grai n milling projec t part ) is strongly supported b y Sustainable 
Industrial Development Policy (1996-2020) that places emphasis o n the promotion of 
small and medium industries , encouraging informa l secto r businesse s t o grow and 
formalize, and on encouraging indigenous entrepreneurs, women , youth and people 
with disabilities to take a more active part in economic development. I n order to 
achieve this, the Policy states that steps need to be taken to create a more positive 
business environment , improv e access to credit, and develop appropriate busines s 
and technical skills. Th e policy provides conducive business environmen t fo r 
I M A G E project . 
3.3.4. National Micro Finance Policy 2000: 
National Micr o Finance Policy (2000 ) aims to establish a basis fo r the developmen t 
of a  micro-finance system that wil l serv e low-incom e households, smallholder 
farmers, an d smal l and micro enterprises. Government' s rol e is defined as creating a 
supportive and regulatory environment that wil l encourage  th e emergence o f sound 
financial institution s offering micro-finance. The expectation i s that the NGO s and 
private sector operator s wil l b e the drivin g force and implemen t lendin g schemes that 
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are based on best practices. The policy creates an environment fo r I M A G E projec t t o 
access credit s from financia l institution s i f it has to do. 
3.3.5. The Agricultural an d Livestock Policy 1997 : 
The Agricultural and Livestoc k Policy (1997) recognizes the rol e of the privat e 
sector, includin g the micr o and smal l scale sector in , in achieving the nationa l goals 
of socia l and economic development. I n poultry, the polic y highlight s two categorie s 
of poultr y industry in Tanzania; Traditional Poultry Production and Commercial 
Poultry Production. I t also underline the majo r constraints i n the industr y to include; 
Low productivit y due to low genetic potential , disease an d poor management ; 
Poultry diseases i n particular Newcastle diseases, Fow l Typhoi d etc ; Poo r quality, 
poultry feeds greatl y limi t their productivity and adversely affects th e quality and 
quantity of day old chicks; poor extension services ; Inadequate research services . 
There i s no major researc h programm e bein g undertaken t o develop the sector ; lack 
of organize d marketing and processing. 
The main objective o f the poultr y industry is to encourage small , medium and larg e 
scale private producers i n order to increas e productio n of poultry, meat and eggs to 
satisfy domesti c demand , reduce impor t requirement an d promote sustainabl e poultr y 
development. Governmen t priority will b e given to development o f the traditional 
flocks, to exploit their potential for alleviating poverty, enhancing the income s of 
women and improving family nutrition . Governmen t wil l encourag e privat e 
commercial poultry production in areas with attractive markets . However, 
smallholder commercial poultry units wil l b e encouraged i n areas with adequate 
input supplies, marketing facilities and support services . I M A G E poultr y projec t 
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area i s supported b y the polic y as it encourages bot h traditional and commercial 
poultry production. 
3.3.6. The World Bank Group (2004); Community-Driven Developmen t for 
Increased Agricultural Income : Policy and Implementation Issues: 
World Bank (2004) indicate s communities often identif y productive activities as 
priorities, and matching grants have bee n use d successfully to stimulate substantia l 
gains in productivity and income. Using grants to support IGA s i n farm and rural 
non-farm activit y is controversial, with a growing number o f detractors an d 
proponents o n both sides . 
Detractors argue that grants increase dependency , undermin e a culture of financial 
discipline, and crowd out development o f sustainable micr o finance institutions . 
Grants that benefit onl y a small minority of the populatio n may not support 
financially viabl e activities, and are not sustainable becaus e fiscal transfer s are 
insufficient afte r a  project to continue such support . 
Proponents argu e that, from a social assistance poin t of view, direct transfers may  be 
justified fo r poverty reduction, particularly if they target the ver y poor. From a rural 
development perspective , direc t support fo r productive assets may be justified to 
raise the income-earnin g potential of the community and "kick-start " the local 
economy. Others poin t to positive externalities generated fro m the associated privat e 
sector development . 
Using grants for IGA s fo r very poor people as social assistance i s well accepted , 
although these interventions need to be carefully designed whe n working with the 
asset poor. In district poverty initiatives in India, project teams have had considerabl e 
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success funding income generation fo r the poor who own a plot of land, however 
small. They have had less success wit h the absolute poo r who have no assets. 
The policy suggests the followin g guidelin e for providing grants fo r income 
generating activities ; Target grants assistanc e t o very poor communities or groups 
that are beyond the curren t reach of microfinance institutions . One way is to make 
the grant amoun t larg e enough to be useful to the poorest , bu t too smal l to be 
worthwhile for better-off groups; Grants should be combined with training and 
support to establish loca l savings and credit associations to capture increase d income 
flows and finance future incom e generating activities (IGAs); IGA s financed  mus t be 
cost effective, as demonstrated b y impact and cost effectiveness indicators ; The 
investments shoul d not compete directl y with private investment (existin g or likely) ; 
Beneficiaries shoul d contribute to projects, wit h at leas t par t o f the contribution in 
cash (no less than 5  percent o f total project cost) . Over generous subsidie s create 
false positive demand, and may jeopardize future maintenanc e o f investments by 
beneficiaries. Subsidie s can be structured s o that the poo r make lower contributions, 
but this may have a negative effect o n their ability to assert and defend thei r rights to 
flow o f benefits; I f the economic returns to a subproject ar e highe r than the financia l 
returns, on e can assume tha t some leve l of subsidy is justified, the socia l return s 
being greater tha n the private returns; I f the profil e of revenues i s skewed so that 
returns d o not accrue for some years after investmen t (fo r example, forestry, tree 
crops), a subsidy to encourage adoptio n can be justified; and Subsidie s used without 
tied commitments for repayment, use r fees, o r maintenance, may  create pervers e 
incentives for greater rent-seekin g by beneficiaries. 
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3.4. CONCLUSIO N ON LITERATURE REVIEW : 
The I M A G E projec t desig n take n consideratio n o f al l o f th e factor s associate d t o 
success a s discusse d above fro m differen t scholars . Factors that could lea d to failure 
were expecte d t o b e monitore d an d manage d tim e t o tim e a s suggeste d b y som e 
scholars. Th e literatur e i n simila r area s o f projec t indicate d th e hig h potentia l o f 
I M A G E projec t i n success. 
The stud y revealed that Faith based organizatio n can also operate "social enterprises " 
or IGA s successfu l a s othe r privat e companie s ca n d o withou t specia l treatment . 
What i s only neede d i s building entrepreneuria l cultur e i n the nonprofi t organization 
being fait h base d o r not . Therefore , th e empirica l studie s ca n b e don e i n any micro 
enterprise no t necessar y tha t i t i s operated b y a  simila r fait h base d organization , as 
the busines s practic e i s the same . Th e difference  ca n b e th e motiv e fo r surplu s an d 
how i s appropriated. 
The stud y als o focuse d o n ho w IGA s ca n b e financed . Som e scholar s hav e raise d 
some questions o n financing IGAs wit h grants . The y argue that , i t is better for IGA s 
to be finance d by equity and or loans. However , they cam e i n agreement tha t i f it is 
not possibl e t o financ e i t b y equit y an d o r loans , the n grant s become s a n option . 
I M A G E projec t wa s largely financed by grants. Th e procedures an d guidelines given 
by scholar s in managing projects finance d by grants wa s considered. 
The stud y als o aime d o n findin g whethe r th e ter m "capacit y building " ca n appl y in 
finance an d i n resourc e mobilizatio n rathe r tha n onl y i n training . Th e finding s 
revealed tha t the ter m coul d b e use d i n different way s tha t aim s o n facilitatin g th e 
achievement o f the organization' s missio n and purpose . Therefore , I M A G E projec t 
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was als o a  capacit y buildin g projec t a s i t aime d o n buildin g th e institutiona l and 
financial capacit y of M E D A MA throug h socia l enterprises an d IGAs . 
As th e projec t include s a  componen t o f strategic resource s mobilization , th e stud y 
wanted to se e ho w i t would b e integrate d i n the whol e concept o f capacity building . 
Although man y scholar s did not indicat e straight forwar d on how i t can b e used as a 
tool in capacity building, some literature s provides that link and we believe it can be. 
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CHAPTER FOUR : 
IMPLEMENTATION 
4.1. Backgroun d o f the Project 
M E D A M A conducte d a research i n October 2005 to diagnose and fin d ou t St Joseph 
Health and Orphan Center's core operational problem and it s underlying causes. Th e 
research was part of problem identificatio n exercis e for CBOs that required a 
researcher t o find ou t a core problem in a community and plan for it s intervention. To 
find th e core problem, the survey was conducted in form o f diagnostic and 
exploratory. A  core problem is a question that i f addressed create s a movement in 
the organization. 
During the design of this project, St . Joseph Health and Orphan Centre condition was 
characterized by lack of necessary facilitie s and resources fo r provision of care to the 
needy children at the centre a s indicated in table 1  and 3 above. Thes e include d 
inadequate wate r supply; lack of reliable transport; lac k of recreation facilities ; lac k 
of a kitchen; lack of enough resources fo r adequate food, clothing , medical care, 
educational supplies, and shelter facilities . Th e major causes o f these deficiencies 
were lack of stable sources of resources due to absence o f viable economic activities 
and resource mobilizatio n strategie s t o broaden the funding base. Togethe r the 
recommendation from th e research, St . Joseph desired to become a stable C B O wit h 
necessary facilitie s and capacity to care the needy children. In table 3, it identifie d 
what should be done to reverse the condition . That desire form a  basis of 
implementation of the research recommendations . The research recommende d that 
"St. Joseph needed to give a particular focus on strengthening it s organizational 
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capacity at the centre b y building the financia l capacit y through initiatin g socia l 
enterprises an d other diversified source s o f income. 
4.2. Products and Outputs: 
In general , the project outpu t wil l be ; enhanced financia l capacity ; diversified source s 
of resources ; essentia l facilitie s wil l be in place through capita l investment. The 
center wil l gai n skills and experience i n resource mobilizatio n and i n operating IGA s 
and hence buil d a positive attitude toward social enterprises. Th e specific expected 
outputs i n respective projects ar e summarized in project plannin g section. This 
project wil l resul t to increase i n ability to provide a better care to the need y children. 
Estimated cash flow o f the IGA s i s summarized in the table 7 below: The payback 
period i s estimated to be three years of operations. 
Table 7: IGAs Cash Flow Projection  
Project 
Area 
Cash Outflow 
(TZS) 
Cash Inflow (Net Income) 
(TZS) 
YrO Y r l Yr2 Yr3 
Merchandise 
Store 3,500,000 1,250,000 1,625,000 2,112,500 
Poultry Enterprise 1,250,000 2,000,000 2,400,000 2,880,000 
Grain Mil l in g 
Project 10,000,000 3,000,000 3,300,000 3,630,000 
T O T A L 14,750,000 6,250,000 7,025,000 7,992,500 
Note: Cash outflow is initial capital investments. It is expected that merchandis e 
store incom e will be growing by 30% annually, poultry enterprise growin g by 20% 
annually and grain milling project i s projected to grow by 10%. 
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4.3. Projec t Planning: 
The projec t has two objectives and three project areas. Table 8 below summarizes the 
action plan for objective 1 : project area 1 : Establishment of IGAs: Merchandise 
Store. 
Table 8: Merchandise Stor e Project Action Plan 
Activity Timeline Resource Responsible i 
Needed Person 
1.1.1. Raising start-up capita l and Up t o May 2006. 
obtaining business license. 
1.1.2. Preparation of store fixtures & Up t o June 2006. Director 
fittings. Facilitator 
1.1.3. Initia l purchase o f merchandises. July 2006. Volunteers 
1.1.4. Selling, loca l advertisement & From Jul y 2006. 
promotions. 
Specific expected output from th e merchandise store includes ; Income from buyin g 
and sellin g merchandises; Access of merchandise at reduced walking distance for the 
centre and nearby communities; and getting merchandises at reasonable pric e and 
hence reduced opportunity cost. 
Table 9 below summarizes the action plan for objective 1 : project area 2: 
Establishment of IGAs: Poultr y Enterprise. 
Specific expected output fo r Poultry Enterprise included; Income from sellin g eggs 
and chickens ; Get eggs fo r nutrition to children at the centre; reduced opportunity 
cost of buying eggs somewhere else; Get manure fo r vegetable gardening. 
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Table 9 ; Poultr y )rise Project Action Pla n 
Activity 
Timeline Resource 
Needed 
Responsible 
Person 
1.2.1. Raising start-up capital. Up to June 2006 . 
F
in
an
ci
al
 r
es
ou
rc
e
. 
H
u
m
an
 r
es
ou
rc
e
. Director 
Facilitator 
Volunteers 
1.2.2. Preparation of chicken hut . Up to July 2006. 
F
in
an
ci
al
 r
es
ou
rc
e
. 
H
u
m
an
 r
es
ou
rc
e
. 
1.2.3. Initial procurement o f feedings , 
medics and chicks. 
August 2006. 
F
in
an
ci
al
 r
es
ou
rc
e
. 
H
u
m
an
 r
es
ou
rc
e
. 
1.2.4. Running the project . From Augus t 2006. 
F
in
an
ci
al
 r
es
ou
rc
e
. 
H
u
m
an
 r
es
ou
rc
e
. 
Table 1 0 below summarizes the action plan for objective 1 : project are a 3 : 
Establishment of IGAs: Grain Mill in g Project . 
Timeline Resource 
Needed 
Responsible 
Person 
1.3.1. Raising start-up capital. Up t o Sept'06 . 
Director 
Facilitator 
1.3.2. Building the structure . Up to Nov'06 . 
1.3.3. Purchasing & installing machines . Dec' 2006 . Volunteers 
1.3.4. Purchasing grains and running the From Dec'06. 
project. 
Specific expected outpu t fo r Grain Mill in g included ; Income from the grinding 
service; Income from buying and selling grains; Access the servic e at reasonabl e 
price and reduced opportunit y cost of getting this service somewhere else ; and Get 
byproducts that will b e used as resource a t poultry enterprise . 
Table 1 1 below summarizes the action plan for objective 2 : Development of Strategic 
Resource Mobilization Initiatives . 
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Table 11 : Resource Mobilization Initiative s Action Pla n 
Activity Timeline Resource 
Needed 
Responsibly 
Person 
2.1.1. Raising funds fo r the strategi c Up to 
thinking meeting. May'06. 
2.1.2. Preparation for the strategic thinking. May 2006. Director 
Facilitator 
Volunteers 
2.1.3. Conduct the strategi c thinking on 
resource mobilization . 
June 2006. 
2.1.4. Preparation of the Resource July 2006. 
Mobilization Initiatives 
2.1.5. Mobilize Resource s From Aug'06 . 
Specific expected output on Strategic Resource Mobilization Initiative s includes; 
Resources mobilized through implementation of the strategy ; Capita l Investment s i n 
different facilitie s a t the centre; Diversifie d source s o f different resource s and 
Organizational and management too l on resource mobilization . 
4.3.1. Project Implementation Plan 
The project implementatio n plan is detailed in tables 8 , 9, 1 0 and 1 1 above as well a s 
indicated in table 1 2 below. Each sub-projec t wa s supposed to start by raising the 
start-up capital. I t was expected that this activity would b e carried out smoothly to 
allow implementation of other stages of the project . The Merchandise store involve d 
getting business licens e from th e relevant authority; renovating the sho p structur e 
including fixtures and fittings; purchasing and selling merchandises; and carries out 
local promotions and advertisement a t the villag e level . Poultr y enterprise wa s to 
have activities like preparation o f chicken hu t with the capacity to accommodate 20 0 
chicken; procurement o f feedings, medics , and chicks. Grain millin g would hav e 
activities like build the structure wher e the machine wil l b e installed; purchasing and 
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installing the machine ; and providing service. Development strategic resourc e 
mobilization initiative s included conducting the strategi c thinking processes t o get 
information that helped in developing the initiatives ; and initiative s development that 
wil l b e used in resource mobilization . 
4.3.2. Projects Inputs 
The projec t required material, financial an d human resources a s outlined in tables 8 
through table 11 . Material and financia l resource s ar e detailed in the budge t attache d 
as appendix 6 in appendices section . Human resources includ e project facilitator, 
gardener, stor e sale s person, and machine operators . 
4.4. Projec t Staffing Pattern 
As indicate d above, the projec t neede d a  facilitator to facilitate various project 
activities. The facilitator brings expertise on project managemen t an d running IGAs . 
The centre' s directo r served as a coordinator for all activities in which assumes a 
supervisory role. Th e project also needed a  sales person a t the merchandis e store , a 
gardener wh o will tak e care o f the poultr y project, and two machine operators t o run 
the grain milling project . To ensure th e project i s running efficiently, th e staf f might 
need a short training in respective areas of their work in the project . 
4.5. Projec t Budget 
The detaile d project budge t i s attached i n appendix 6 of this report. Th e merchandis e 
store needed a  capital investments o f TZS 100,000/ = for fixtures and fittings , TZS 
3,000,000/= fo r procurements o f merchandises an d TZS 400,00 0 for selling 
expenses. I t is noted that the buildin g for shop was there, i t only needed fixtur e and 
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fittings. The poultry enterprise neede d capita l investments o f 400,000/=, TZS 
200,000/= fo r procurement o f chicks , TZS 650,000 fo r operational expenses . Grai n 
milling project neede d capita l investment o f TZS 9,000,000/ = t o erect the building, 
purchasing and installin g the machines , TZ S 1,000,000/= for operational expenses . 
The strategic resourc e mobilizatio n initiative needed TZ S 250,000/= fo r operationa l 
expenses. 
4.6. Projec t Implementation Report. 
4.6.1. Goal: "Enhanced organizationa l capacity i n caring the need y children" 
The capacity o f the centre in terms of facilities and other  resource s ha s 
drastically changed a s a  result o f this project . Th e project facilitate d 
identification o f the needs and the proble m that the organizatio n needed t o 
work on to acquire the necessar y capacit y to provide adequate care to th e 
orphans and vulnerable children. Building the confidenc e t o the organizatio n 
that they ca n optimize different way s of financing their activities including 
running IGAs alone was a beneficial capacity buildin g intervention. 
4.6.2. Objective 1 : Establish 3 income generating project s namel y Merchandis e 
Store, Poultry Enterprise, and Grai n Millin g a t the Centr e i n Kiserian by 
December 2006 . 
The Merchandise store was established an d i t is full functionin g and ha s made 
significant contributio n as indicated i n table 1 8 and figur e 5 . The average loca l 
income has increase d fro m 10 % of the total incom e to 20% as indicate d in 
table 1 8 and figure 5  as a result o f the merchandis e stor e alone. Initia l capital 
for poultr y enterprise wa s obtained i n April 200 6 where th e hu t was renovate d 
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in May 2006. 100 local female chickens were bought i n June 2006. However 
due to bird flue threat, the project was suspended i n August'06. The expected 
nutrition and income from poultr y enterprise ha s not been realized since the 
project was suspended due to bird flue threat. The capital for milling projec t 
has been just obtained in December 2006. The starting time for milling service 
has been adjusted t o February 2007. Therefore , income from millin g project is 
also not yet realized as the project hasn't started yet . 
Funds for the strategic thinking process were available since March 2006. 
Multiple initiative s were identified . Resources for facilities were collected 
since the project started . Mos t of the essential facilitie s identifie d a s a need for 
the centre i n M E D A MA Octobe r 2005 survey are i n place as outlined in table 
19. 
4.6.3. Merchandise Store: 
4.6.3.1. Activity 1 : Raising start-up capital for merchandise store . 
A tota l of TZS 1,800,00 0 was raised as start up capital for the merchandise 
store. Two donors were communicated for this project; however the respons e 
was from on e donor. Thi s capital was given as a grant to the project . N o 
equity capital was raised by the centre, other than labo r contribution which 
can be economically capitalized. Additional capita l was also obtained in 
October 2006. 
4.6.3.2. Activity 2 : Obtaining business licenses for merchandise store . 
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The business licens e was obtained from the Arumeru Municipality i n Arusha 
that permitted the start-up of the project . Th e license was given for one year 
and i s renewable eac h year . 
4.6.3.3. Activity 3 : Building renovation, putting fixtures and fittings for the 
merchandise store . 
The building was fixe d i n December 2005, Fixtures and fittings costing TZS 
100,000 were made an d placed in the store . 
4.6.3.4. Activity 4 : Running the merchandis e stor e (Purchasing and Selling) . 
The merchandise stor e operations starte d i n January 200 6 wit h actua l 
purchases an d sales . 
4.6.4. Poultry Enterprise : 
4.6.4.1. Activity 5 : Raising start-up capital for poultry enterprise . 
A tota l capital of TZS 800,00 0 was raised so far from different stakeholde r in 
form o f grants for building the chicken hut (shelter) an d procuring the chicks. 
Again the capitalize d initial labo r by some o f the center ' worker s can form s 
part of equity. 
4.6.4.2. Activity 6 : Chicken hu t buildin g for poultry enterprise . 
The chicken hut with capacity to accommodate mor e than 20 0 chickens was 
built and is ready to use. A total of TZS 600,000/= wer e investe d i n building 
the chicke n hut. 
4.6.4.3. Activity 7 : Procurement o f feedings, medic s and chicks 
The started b y procuring 100 local chicken from the neighborhoo d 
community at a discounted rate . Very littl e amount o f feeds wa s procured a s 
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the project started by not restricting the chickens in zero grazing and i t highly 
depended on the lef t over of food stuff s fro m th e centre . 
4.6.4.4. Activity 8 : Chicken Raring . 
Chicken raring was carried out for a period of three months before the projec t 
was suspended due to bird flue threat. The layers were slaughtered fo r 
children at the centre. After th e pass over of the bir d flue threat, re-initiation 
of the projec t has started . About 20 local chickens have been procured so far, 
and process of procurement i s continuing until i t reaches th e target o f 200 
chickens. 
4.6.4.5. Activity 9 : Selling and nutrition supply to the centre . 
The selling activity has not been carried out yet as this activity depends on 
other activities . Unintentiona l nutritional supply to the centre was done once 
as a result of the bir d flue threat. 
4.6.5. Grain Milling Project: 
4.6.5.1. Activity 10 : Raising start-up capita l for grain milling project . 
The capital in form o f a grant has just been obtained but not yet released by a 
donor. Th e pledges for this project so far has reached to TZS 9,100,000/= . 
4.6.5.2. Activity 11 : Building the structure fo r installing the machine. 
This activity has not been implemente d yet as i t depends o n the 
accomplishment of activity 10 . Once the funds are released the buildin g wil l 
erected. 
4.6.5.3. Activity 12 : Purchasing and installing the machines. 
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This activity also depended o n accomplishment of both activities 10 and 11 . 
We hav e already obtained profoma invoice s so once the fund s ar e release d 
the procuremen t an d installatio n of the machin e wil l b e done . 
4.6.5.4. Activity 13 : Purchasing the grai n and provide milling services . 
Once the machine i s installed, purchasing of grains and provision of services 
will start . This activity highly depends on accomplishment of activities 10 
through 12 . 
4.6.6. Strategic Resource Mobilization : 
4.6.6.1. Objective 2: Develop strategic resourc e mobilizatio n initiative s for St. 
Joseph's capita l investments b y December 2006. 
The broad objective o f the resourc e mobilizatio n strateg y wa s to diversify the 
center's resources s o i t can become mor e financiall y stabl e an d les s dependent 
on fe w major donors . 
Resource mobilization initiative s were no t restricted to financial resources , bu t 
included human resources , material , and politica l support . Th e centre ha s gain 
political suppor t fro m the Arumeru Municipality whic h i s also working 
together with the centr e o n preparations fo r invitin g the Presiden t o f United 
Republic of Tanzania, honorable Jakaya Mrisho Kikwet e for fundraising. 
Through the initiatives , people have donated thei r time, material and financia l 
resources. A t the organizationa l level, M C C Tanzani a and The Schoo l of St. 
Jude have made a  remarkable contributio n of financial an d materia l resource s 
to the centre . 
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4.6.6.2. Activity 14 : Conduct strategic thinkin g meeting for Resource Mobilizatio n 
Initiatives. 
Strategic thinking process wa s carried out informall y where a  number of 
strategies for resources mobilizatio n were identifie d and proposed . Thes e 
strategies include; exploration of the possibilit y of establishing endowmen t 
fund; submittin g grant proposals ; soliciting donations an d contribution and 
running small business a s explained in other parts of this report . Muc h 
concentration was giving these potential donors understandin g o f the centr e 
and it s needs. Th e goal in this area was to develop systematic an d long-term 
relations with partners . Resourc e mobilization wit h prioritie s based matche d 
with realistic funding environment. Increase d credibilit y with partner s through 
better management an d monitoring system. Established communication 
strategy fo r resource mobilization . 
4.6.6.3. Activity 15 : Mobilize Resources . 
A numbe r o f both material and financia l resource s wer e mobilize d during the 
project implementation . These resources ar e outlined in table 20 and 21. 
As resul t to this process, the stabl e donations an d contributions has increase d 
from TZ S 150,000/= per month to 490,000/= mont h u p to February 2007. 
From Marc h 200 7 onward the stabl e monthl y income wil l increas e to TZS 
750,000/=. Thi s is a result of strategic robbin g and advocacy for the centre on 
the need fo r increase o f support. I n kind contributio n is also increasing. 
Due to limite d resource tha t was available for conducting fund-raising events , 
a number o f potential donors were contacted b y e-mails and letters . 
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4.6.7. Implementation Limitations: 
The implementation process schedule d was affected b y the cas h inflow s from 
the identifie d sources. Facilitator' s time to the projec t wa s limite d and henc e 
he could not be there fulltime. Stakeholders ' engagemen t to the projec t wa s 
slow as they were stil l learnin g about it . 
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Table 12 : Project Implementation Schedule 
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ACTIVITIES 
1.1.1. Raise the start-up capital 
1.1.2. Preparation of fixtures 
1.1.3. Merchandise Procurement. 
1.1.4. Run the project . 
1.2.1. Raise the start-up capital 
1.2.2. Chicken hut preparation . 
1.2.3. F M C Procurement s 
1.2.4. Run the projec t 
1.3.1. Raise the start-up capital 
1.3.2. Building the structur e 
1.3.3. Purchases & Installations 
1.3.4. Run the projec t 
2.1.1. Raise funds fo r meeting s 
2.1.2. Preparation of meetings 
2.1.3. Conduct the meeting s 
2.1.4. Initiative preparation. 
2.1.5. Resource Mobilizatio n 
CHAPTER FIVE : 
MONITORING, EVALUATIO N AND SUSTAINABILITY 
Monitoring of the projec t was carried through out the projec t implementation . 
Project evaluation was supposed to done twice a year. However, it was only done 
once in October/November 2006. Before we proceed let s remind ourselves on the 
project objectives and activities planned i n this project. Th e project ha d two specific 
objectives; "Establish 3 social enterprises a s income generating project s namel y 
Merchandise Store , Poultry Enterprise, and Grain Mill in g a t Kiseria n b y December 
2006"; and "Development of Resources Mobilization Initiative s by December 2006". 
The activities that need to be monitored and evaluated are summarized in respective 
project areas in Table 15 and 1 6 below. 
5.1. MONITORING : 
5.1.1. Research Methodology: 
The research wa s conducted to explore the extent t o which "Ar e the incom e 
generation activities operating as planned?" and "Are there any resources mobilize d 
from th e initiatives? " The methodology used i n the study was that of direct 
observation, documentary (book s of accounts) review, and focused group discussion 
for review of the progress. A l l thes e tools were used i n a process o f monitoring the 
project. The information gathered wa s used to improve the implementatio n of the 
project. Mor e tools were discussed in Community Needs Assessment. 
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5.1.2. Justification on the Methodology and Tools : 
Some of the project outcome was expected to be verified b y the presence o f physical 
assets in which observation became relevan t as it enabled the researcher and other 
monitors to see and observe what i s going on in the field. Som e of the project s were 
generating income; the review of books of accounts was relevant. Since the proces s 
from the beginning involved group discussion, it was vital to have it at this level . 
5.1.3. Management Information System 
Monitoring in I M A GE projec t was done to enable us track the implementatio n and 
progress of various project activities . So monitoring was part of the implementation 
of thi s project. Monitorin g was done regularly by M E D A MA staff s an d intern 
through using different methodologies . Intern made some visits to the projec t to 
observe and inspec t the progress counted. There were monthly reports on the 
progress of activities implementation. Sales and Purchases Ledger books was used to 
record all income generated. Als o projects budge t served as a monitoring tool. Ther e 
was close follow-up o n realization of the budgeted items . Some customers were 
interviewed on the quality of service they are getting from IGAs . 
Monitoring was mainly answering two questions; Are the income generation 
activities operating as planned? Are there any resources mobilize d fro m the 
initiatives? These two questions wil l be used to provide a focal are a i n monitoring. 
Monitoring indicators both direct and indirect , data collection tools and monitors in 
respective objectives and monitoring questions for this project are summarized in 
Table 1 3 and 1 4 below. 
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Table 13 : Monitoring Lo g 1 rame for Established Income Generating Projects 
Monitoring questions 
Direct 
Indicators 
Indirect 
Indicators 
Data Collectio n 
Tools 
Monitors 
A
re
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e 
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co
m
e 
ge
ne
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ti
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n 
ac
ti
vi
ti
es
 o
pe
ra
ti
n
g 
a
s 
p
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n
n
ed
? 
Cash flow s 
(procurements 
&sales). 
Licenses, 
Fixed assets 
(Machine & 
Buildings). 
Applications for 
funds an d 
licenses. 
Customers using 
the services . 
Review th e 
books of 
accounts. 
Observation of 
fixed Assets . 
Accountant (record 
keeping). 
Director (day to day 
activities). 
Facilitator (sharing 
knowledge and 
skills). 
Table 14 : Monitorin g Lo g 1 rame for Resources Mobilization Initiative s 
questions 
Direct 
Indicator 
Indirect Indicator Data Collectio n 
Tools 
Monitors 
A
re
 t
he
re
 a
n
y 
re
so
u
rc
es
 m
ob
il
iz
e
d 
fr
om
 t
h
e 
in
it
ia
ti
ve
s
? 
Number of 
stakeholders 
willing to 
provide 
resources. 
Written 
Strategy 
Pledges 
realized. 
Stakeholders' 
perception of the 
project 
Review contact s 
with 
stakeholders. 
Review book s 
of accounts . 
Observation 
Accountant (financial 
record keeping) 
Director (Planning 
and administering 
resource mobilizatio n 
activities) 
Facilitator (organize 
resource mobilization ) 
Financial and Resources Analysis was done through using ; Cash flow analysi s - to 
determine the efficienc y o f the three income generating activities and their 
sustainability; and Resource Mobilization analysis. 
Presentation o f results was done through; Written reports; financia l statement ; 
Graphs and tables . 
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5.1.4. Monitoring Result s 
Monitoring result s ar e indicate d i n the las t colum n o f table 15 . Here ar e result s 
summary: 
> Preparation s fo r merchandise stor e complete d i n time. Actua l purchase s and 
sales starte d i n time. The project i s continuing well. 
> Initia l capita l for poultry enterpris e wa s obtained i n time. 10 0 local femal e 
chickens wer e bought . Howeve r du e to bir d flu e threat , th e projec t wa s 
suspended i n August'06. It will resum e nex t year . 
> Th e capita l for milling projec t ha s been just obtaine d i n December 2006 . The 
starting time for milling service has been adjusted t o February 2007. 
> Fund s fo r the strategi c thinkin g proces s wer e availabl e sinc e Marc h 2006 . 
Multiple initiative s were identified. 
> Resource s fo r facilities were collected since the project started . 
5.1.5. Summary Monitoring Tabl e 
Table 1 5 below outlines the project goal , objectives, projec t areas and it s respective 
activities. It also outlines how each objective and project are a wa s monitored , the 
planned time for accomplishment and the actua l time for accomplishment . 
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Table 15 : Monitoring Summar y Tabl e 
Project Gnat 
Objective 
Project Area , Activities Monitoring 
Indicators 
Planned 
Time Line; 
Actual time & Comments 
(Monitoring Results) 
Enhanced 
organizational 
capacity in 
caring the needy 
children 
Establish 3 
income 
generating 
projects namely 
Merchandise 
Store, Poultry 
Enterprise, and 
Grain Milling at 
the Centre in 
Kiserian by 
December 2006. 
Merchandise 
Store 
Preparations (Raising 
start-up capital, obtaining 
business licenses , fixtures 
and fittings) 
Initial capita 
obtained; Business 
License obtained; 
Renovated Building; 
and Fixture & fitting 
is in place 
December'05 
June 2006 
Preparations completed in December 
2005 where capital was raised, 
business license were obtained and the 
building was renovated. Additional 
capital was also obtained in October 
2006. 
Running the projec t 
(Purchasing and Selling). 
Sales and 
Purchases. 
From July 
2006 
Actual purchases and sales started in 
January 2006. 
Poultry 
Enterprise 
Preparations (Raising 
start-up capital, chicken 
hut building) 
Initial capital 
obtained; chicken 
hut renovated; 
January -
July 2006 
Initial capital was obtained in Apri l 
2006 where the hut was renovated in 
May 2006 . 
Procurement of feedings, 
medics and chicks 
Chicken Raring. 
Procurements ( 
feedings; medics; 
and chicks) 
From August 
2006. 
100 local female chickens were bought 
in June 2006. However due to bird flue 
threat, the project was suspended in 
August'06. It will resume next year. 
Grain 
Milling 
Raising start-up capital 
Building the structure 
Purchasing and installing 
machines 
Start-up capital 
obtained; Machine 
purchased and 
Installed; 
January 
December 
2006 
The capital has been just obtained in 
December 2006. 
Purchasing the grain 
Start milling services 
Milling service 
provided. 
December 
2006 
The starting time for milling service 
has been adjusted t o February 2007. 
Develop strategic 
resource 
mobilization 
initiatives for St. 
Joseph's capital 
investments by 
December 2006. 
Resource 
Mobilization 
Initiatives 
Preparations (strategi c 
thinking meeting; resource 
Mobilization Initiatives 
development. 
Funds for the 
meeting; strategic 
thinking process; 
Initiatives identified 
January 
July 2006 
Funds for the strategic thinking 
process were available since March 
2006. Multiple initiatives were 
identified. 
Mobilize Resources Facilities erected 
from the initiatives 
From August 
2006 
Resources fo r facilitie s were collected 
since the project started. 
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5.2.0. EVALUATION 
5.2.1. Formative vs . Summative Evaluatio n 
Formative evaluation is a method judging the worth of a project whil e the projec t 
activities are forming or running. It focuses o n the process and it is used for , 
assessing the project as it progress, to find ou t the extent o f project implementation , 
and to determine improvement s and adjustments neede d to attain the project 
objectives. 
Summative evaluation is a method o f judging the worth of a project at the end of the 
project. It focuses o n the outcome and it is used to find ou t the extent to which the 
project objectives were achieved and to determine whethe r the projec t component s 
should be revised, continued, or terminated. 
I M A G E evaluatio n was sort of formative evaluation. However , since there was only 
one evaluation so far, it had some elements o f summative evaluation. There were few 
activities that were completed, the rest were continuing. Adjustment s fo r project s 
dates were required in some of the projec t components , Ascertainmen t of areas 
needed improvemen t were required. And, at that level we also needed to see to what 
extent we have achieved the objectives so far. 
5.2.2: Research Methodology: 
The research questio n for evaluation was "Are the three income generation activities 
established, running and generating the expected income ? And "Has the projec t 
realized any resources fro m resourc e mobilizatio n activities?" Therefore, the 
methodology used was that deemed to generate the informatio n that could hav e 
answered those questions . Direc t observation was used as one of the tools to collect 
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the needed information . The evaluators had time to see themselves th e work that 
have been done. Un-structure d interview for Key informative people was done as 
part of the process . Focused group discussion was carried out to pin point the 
changes tha t the projec t coul d have contributed. Documentary review was carried out 
where the books of accounts were reviewed to generate financial statu s of the project . 
External valuators were invite d to ascertain the market value of the capital 
investments i n the centre. 
5.2.3. Justification on Methodology and Tools 
The methodolog y and tools used i n the evaluation was relevant to the project. The 
issue of cost was considered again and opted for less costly tools. Observation, 
interviews, group discussion, documentary revie w and financia l analysi s were vita l 
for th e projec t o f this nature. Du e to differences i n technical skills, external 
evaluators were helpfu l i n ascertaining the marke t value of physical assets. 
5.2.4. Performance Indicators 
Evaluation o f I M A G E projec t wa s don e t o enabl e u s determine s whethe r th e 
implementation o f various activities took place and whethe r the project i s generating 
the intended income. 
The projec t intende d to have two evaluations; the first one after th e firs t six months 
of th e project and the second evaluation was scheduled for January 2007 . M E D A M A 
director and intern formed an evaluation team as well as the Arumeru district 
valuators. The evaluation was carried out in a form o f a revie w to measure the 
progress an d to ascertain the presence o f IGAs and resource mobilizatio n initiatives. 
We wante d to see if the proposed project s are available and are fully functioning . 
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We wante d no t only to see availabilit y o f these projects, bu t also assessing their 
quality and the quality of services provided by them. We also wanted to measur e 
monthly income and resources generate d fro m IGA s and resource mobilizatio n 
initiatives. W e needed als o to assess productivity of these projects b y looking on the 
average incom e generated b y them; Potential donors communicated and indicated 
willingness to support the project and the entire organization. 
The projec t wa s evaluate d throug h focusin g on two questions ; Ar e the thre e income 
generation activitie s established, runnin g and generatin g th e expecte d income ? Has 
the project realize d any resources fro m resourc e mobilizatio n initiatives? 
The projec t evaluation based on different indicator s and it s sources o f information, 
data collection methods, and evaluators as indicated in Table 1 6 and 1 7 below for 
each objective and evaluation question. 
Table 16 : Evaluatio n Lo g frame for Established Income Generating Projects 
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Direct 
Indicators 
Indirect 
Indicators 
Sources of 
Information 
Data Collections 
Tools 
Evaluators 
Monthly Vlovement of Financial Observation Accountant 
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income 
generated. 
Level of 
production 
(chicken, 
milling 
service & 
merchandis 
es). 
:ustomers reports. 
Monthly 
project 
reports. 
Interview 
Review of reports 
Director 
Facilitator 
Table 17: Evaluation Lo g frame fo r Resources Mobilization Initiatives 
Direct Indirect 
Indicators 
Sources of 
Information 
Data Collectio n 
Tools Valuators 
H
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es
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m
o
b
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? 
Resources/ 
Funds 
collected. 
Pledges 
realized. 
Facilities 
erected. 
Community 
perception of 
the project. 
Financial 
reports. 
Monthly 
project 
reports. 
Resources 
register 
Observation. 
Interview. 
Review of reports. 
Accountant 
Director 
Facilitator 
Project 
appraisal 
consultant 
Information Gatherin g and Analysis was done in October and November 2006. 
Analysis o f the repor t wa s base d o n financia l analysi s that helpe d t o determin e th e 
position, performanc e an d sustainabilit y of the thre e incom e generatio n activities ; 
Market shar e t o determin e th e qualit y o f servic e provided ; Resource s an d Incom e 
analysis o f fun d raisin g activities . Th e result s hav e bee n presente d i n a  for m o f 
written reports, financial statement , graph s and tables. 
5.2.5. Summary Evaluatio n Tabl e 
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Table 18: Evaluatio n Summary Table 
Project Goal Project Objective Performance Indicator Expected Outcome Actual Outcome 
Enhanced Establish 3 income • Thre e income generatio n • Increase d loca l • Th e Merchandise store was established, ful l functionin g and has 
organizational generating project s activities established financial resources significant contribution as indicated in table 20 and figure 5. 
capacity in namely Merchandise running and generatin g from IGAs . • Th e average local income has increased from 10 % of the total 
caring the Store, Poultry the expected income . • Reduce d gap betwee n income to 20% as indicated in table 20 and figure 5. 
needy children Enterprise, and • Monthl y contribution local income and • Th e expected nutrition and income from poultry enterprise has 
Grain Milling at the from incom e generated donations. not been realized since the project was suspended due to bird 
Centre in Kiserian by IGAs . • Increase d nutritio n to flue threat. 
by December 2006. • Productivit y of the children. • Incom e from milling project i s also not yet realized as the 
IGAs. • Diversifie d source of 
income. 
project hasn' t started yet. 
Develop strategic • Resource s mobilized Availability of Most of the essential facilitie s identified as a need for the centre 
resource from the initiatives. essential facilitie s for in MEDAMA Octobe r 2005 survey are in place as outlined in 
mobilization • Identifie d potentia l St. Joseph Healt h and table 21. 
initiatives for St. Resources sources . Orphan Center . 
Joseph's capital • Pledge s realized. Diversified sources 
investments b y • Facilitie s erected. of income. 
December 2006. 
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5.2.6. Evaluation Repor t 
The evaluation results are indicate d in table 18 . In addition to that, here is the 
detailed report : 
• Th e Merchandise store was established, ful l functionin g and has significant 
contribution as indicated in table 20 and figure 5. 
• Th e average loca l incom e has increased fro m 10 % of the total incom e to 20% as 
indicated in table 20 and figure 5. 
• Th e expected nutrition and income from poultr y enterprise ha s no t been realized 
since the projec t was suspended du e to bird flue threat. 
• Incom e from millin g project i s not yet realized as the projec t hasn' t started yet . 
• Mos t o f the essentia l facilitie s identifie d as a need fo r the centre i n M E D A M A 
October 2005 survey are i n place as outlined in table 21. 
• Th e project implementatio n was carried out despite som e delays and changes . 
• Th e milling project implementatio n schedule has been adjusted followin g th e 
delay in funding. 
• Recor d keeping for the merchandise stor e neede d som e improvement . I t was 
advised to produce a summary of sales and purchases i n a quarterly basis instead 
of monthly for better comparisons. 
Table 1 9 below indicates deficit in February and August . This defici t does no t impl y 
that th e projec t ha s operate d unde r loss . Ther e ar e basicall y tw o majo r factor s 
associated to that. One i s because th e adjustmen t fo r stock has no t bee n done . Goods 
purchased i n those month s are sol d i n more than one month. 
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Table 19 : Merchandise Store Income Statement for January -Septembe r 2006 
Month Purchase Income Gross Surplus/Deficit 
January 362,250 370,330 8,080 
February 492,350 430,495 (61,855) 
March 416,200 546,900 130,700 
April 326,300 700,460 374,160 
May 600,500 633,050 32,550 
June 37,060 344,600 307,540 
July 30,500 158,700 128,200 
August 510,850 234,700 (276,150) 
September 368,050 477,000 108,950 
T O T A L 3,144,060 3,896,235 752,175 
Source: MEDAMA  Monitoring  &  Evaluation Survey  October 2006 
The profit margin is also low for business oriente d enterprises . However , in I M A G E 
project that low profit margin is positive toward buildin g entrepreneurial culture . I t 
should be noted that these enterprises ar e no t designed as pure busines s entities . They 
are rather social enterprises whic h also serve the groceries to St. Joseph centre . In 
addition, the centre i s still learnin g on how to operate them i n a sustainable way . 
Figure 4 below indicates the relationship between purchase s an d incom e generated . 
Here income refers sales . The highest purchase s o f TZS 600,500/ = wa s done i n May 
while the lowes t purchase o f TZS 30,50 0 was reported i n July. 
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Figure 4 : Merchandise Income & Purchases Analysi s 
Merchandise Income and Purchases Analysi s 
January -  September 200 6 
Source: MEDAMA  Monitoring  &  Evaluation Survey October 2006 
The highest sales of TZS 700,460/ = was recorded in April whil e the lowes t sales of 
TZS 158,700/ = was accounted i n July. Th e average purchase s fo r the perio d of nine 
month was TZS 349,340/ = per month and the average sale s for the same perio d were 
TZS 432,915/= per month. This gives an average surplu s of TZS 83,575/ = per month. 
Table 20 below analyzes the relationship between donations/charities and 
contribution fro m IGA s mainl y Merchandise store. Donations counted i n this 
analysis are those that were committed which considered stable. 
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Table 20 : Incom e Sources Analysis 
Month (2006) Donation & 
Charities 
IGAs 
Contribution 
Total 
Income 
January 150,000 8,000 158,000 
February 150,000 0 150,000 
March 490,000 69,000 559,000 
April 490,000 374,000 864,000 
May 490,000 32,500 522,500 
June 490,000 307,500 797,500 
July 490,000 128,000 618,000 
August 490,000 0 490,000 
September 490,000 0 490,000 
Total 3,730,000 919,000 4,649,000 
Average Contribution pe r month 414,444 102,111 516,556 
Percentage of total contribution 80.23% 19.77% 1 
Source: MEDAMA  Monitoring  &  Evaluation Survey  October 2006: 
No incom e was realized in the months that were considered having deficit. The 
average income from IGA s was TZS 102,111/ = equals 20% of the tota l average 
income realized during the period . Thi s income from IGA s has narrowed down the 
gap between th e donations/charitie s an d loca l incom e by 10 % as reported durin g the 
research. I t should be noted that there are three IGAs howeve r the other  two has no t 
started producing income. Th e IGAs and donations/charities relationshi p is also 
depicted in figure 5 above. 
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Figure 5 : Income Sources Comparisons 
Source: MEDAMA  Monitoring  &  Evaluation Survey October 2006 
Capital investment s on facilities a t the centre wort h TZS 97,127,695 are summarized 
in Table 21 below. Funds for putting these facilities i n place were donated by 
different stakeholder s through strategic resources mobilizatio n initiatives . These 
assets are reflected i n market value; however the origina l cos t could b e lower than 
that. Th e market value was obtained from Propertie s Valuation Repor t by Arumeru 
District Counci l Octobe r 2006. 
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Table 21: Mobilize d Resources for Capital Investments on Facilities 
Place 
Market 
Value (TZS) 
Dining Hal l 19,027,600/= A Dinnin g Hal l wit h total area o f 150.23m wa s 
built with the capacity to accommodate 6 0 
people at a time. 
Kitchen 1,833,300/= A kitche n with total area of 12.6m ha s been 
built. No w the cooking is done inside. 
Dormitory 30,071,940/= Construction of a new dormitory with total area 
of 201.55m 2 is at finishing stages . 
Laundry and Car 
park 
14,137,200/= A laundr y and Car park with tota l area of 
10.72m2 has been built 
Classrooms 15,723,450/= Two classrooms and an office wit h tota l area of 
114.77m2were built . Thes e classrooms carter s 
for nursery schoo l for the kids at the centre and 
the nearb y community. 
Shop 1,986,075/= A sho p of 12.48m 2 total area was built and now 
is used as a merchandise store . 
Toilet/Bathroom 998,130/= 3 pit latrine and one bathroom wit h a  total area 
of 7.35m 2 were built. 
Water Storag e 
facilities 
3,300,000/= Different donor s donated 6  plastic water tank s 
with capacity to carry 50001ts. Thi s became an 
option after drille d a  10 0 m well withou t getting 
water. 
Minibus 9,700,000/= A dono r from th e US A donate d Toyot a Hiace 
minibus with capacity to carry 25 kids . 
Beds and 
Mattresses 
350,000/= Individuals in Arusha donated 1 0 beds and 1 0 
mattresses. 
Source: MEDAMA  Monitoring  &  Evaluation Survey  October 2006: St. Joseph 
Health and  Orphan  Centre  Properties Valuation  Report by  Arumeru District  Council 
October 2006. 
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5.3. SUSTAINABILITY: 
The desig n of this project stimulate d organization's participation in identification and 
design, planning, implementation and management. A s in other C E D projects , there 
is positiv e correlation between communit y participation in all phases of project 
development includin g implementation and sustainability. Th e project utilize d the 
C B O member' s IGA s idea s that stimulated the issue o f takin g ownership and 
commitment to the project, which was also central to sustainability. Economi c 
viability in selecting IGAs was also considered. It was expected that these IGAs wil l 
be sel f sustaining once they takeoff . 
5.3.1. Sustainability Elements 
The IGA s onc e ar e all established the y wil l definitel y need additiona l capital. The 
absence o f additional capita l ma y limi t expansio n o f the projects . Financia l and 
business discipline s need to be taken int o consideration. In absence o f that, the centre 
might fin d itsel f drawing the IGAs capita l to meet thei r immediat e needs . Chang e in 
leadership at the centre migh t affec t th e established IGA s i f the ne w leadership wil l 
not believ e in running socia l enterprise s support s realizatio n of the cor e purpos e of 
the centre . Th e IGA s wil l heavil y be affected i f there wil l b e any adverse condition s 
toward them . Advers e condition may include theft o f IGAs funds , merchandises , or 
facilities; natura l disaster lik e storms and winds. 
5.3.2. Sustainability Plan 
Sustainability i n thi s cas e i s define d a s IGA s bein g abl e t o generat e adequat e 
earnings that wil l maintai n and use the asset, and to replace the asset after expiration 
of it s lifetime and continue to provide income to the centre. Fo r sustainability, more 
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assistance i s required t o enabl e th e centr e t o mak e furthe r informe d decision s in 
IGAs, an d for having a  bette r understandin g o f the busines s skill s required . The 
project expect s late r to have capacit y building training on projec t managemen t t o the 
staffs tha t wil l be supervising project components . Th e center wil l nee d an d loo k for 
some suppor t fro m skille d peopl e t o run IGAs i n a profitabl e manner . Thi s wil l 
include establishmen t o f appropriate accountin g syste m t o ensure accountabilit y o f 
entrusted resources . Securit y fo r the IGA s asset s an d facilitie s wil l nee d t o be 
strengthened t o avoid avoidable losses. 
5.3.3. Institutional Plan 
M E D A M A ha s learned a lot during the implementation of the I M A G E projec t an d it 
is ope n for new learning . I t is in the process o f learning the entrepreneurial cultur e 
and skill s especiall y i n operatin g IGAs . Th e centr e wil l continu e t o loo k fo r 
additional capita l including re-investin g the surpluses obtaine d fro m IGA s to enable 
expansion o f th e socia l enterprises . Th e cente r i s willin g t o organiz e som e 
entrepreneurial an d book keeping training for its staff as a way of building it s future 
capacity in managing these IGAs . 
5.3.4. Long-term Cas h flow projection 
To asses s the sustainability , fiv e year s cas h flo w projectio n ha s been analyze d in 
table 22 below. 
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Table 22: IGA s Long-term Cas h Flow Projection 
Project 
Area 
Cash Inflow (TZS) 
(Net Income) 
Y r l Yr2 Yr3 Yr4 Yr5 
Merchandise 
Store 1,250,000 1,625,000 2,112,500 2,746,250 3,570,125 
Poultry 
Enterprise 0 2,400,000 2,880,000 3,456,000 4,147,200 
Grain Mil l in g 
Project 0 3,300,000 3,630,000 3,993,000 4,392,300 
T O T A L 1,250,000 7,025,000 7,992,500 9,202,250 10,717,325 
It is expected that merchandise stor e income will be growing by 30% annually for the 
next five  years , poultry enterprise onc e started wil l be growing by at least 20% 
annually and grain milling projec t onc e started i s projected to grow at least by 10%. 
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C H A P T E R SIX: 
C O N C L U S I O N &  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S 
6.1. Result s 
The I M A GE projec t goa l was to "enhance the Center' s organizationa l capacity in 
caring the need y children " through establishin g IGA s and mobilizin g resource s fro m 
multi-sources. The project ha d two specific objectives; "Establis h 3 social enterprises 
as incom e generating project s namel y Merchandise Store , Poultr y Enterprise, and 
Grain Mil l in g a t Kiseria n by December 2006" ; and "Development o f Resource s 
Mobilization Initiative s by December 2006" . There was neithe r chang e in the projec t 
goal nor its objectives durin g the projec t life . The project component s ar e a t differen t 
stages of implementation. The Merchandise Store i s established an d full y 
functioning. I t had made significant income contribution to the centre . I t has helpe d 
to narrow the ga p betwee n loca l incom e and incom e from donations . Becaus e o f thi s 
project, loca l incom e has increase d fro m 10 % to 20% of the Centres ' tota l incom e for 
the perio d of nine months o f operations. Thi s is a significant increas e comparin g to 
the siz e of the undertaking . The size of the workin g capital has limite d the expansio n 
of the projec t sinc e the capita l that was mobilized for this projec t wa s no t sufficien t 
for bigge r undertaking . 
The poultry enterprise i s at re-establishment stag e after bein g suspended du e to bir d 
flue threat soon after i t was established. Therefore , th e expecte d nutritio n and incom e 
from poultr y enterprise ha s no t bee n realize d since the projec t wa s suspende d du e t o 
bird flue threat. 
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Income from millin g project i s also not yet realized, as the projec t hasn' t started yet . 
The initia l capital for the project has been obtained recently and the proces s for 
buying and installing the equipments i s underway. 
Resource mobilization initiative s were carried out where most of the essential 
facilities identifie d a s a need for the centre i n M E D A MA Octobe r 2005 survey are in 
place which i s a result of that initiative. The initiatives was mainly on erecting and 
placing different facilitie s a t the centre.  The following facilitie s wer e realized during 
the project period; A Dinning Hal l wit h total area of 150.23m 2 was buil t with the 
capacity to accommodate 60 people at a time; now the cookin g i s done insid e since a 
kitchen with total area of 12.6m2 has been built ; Construction of a new dormitory 
with total area of 201.55m2 i s at finishing stages ; A laundry and Car park with total 
area of 10.72m ha s been built ; Two classrooms and an office wit h total area of 
114.77m2 were built . These classrooms are used as a nursery school for the kids at 
the centre and the nearby community ; a shop of with total area of 12.48m 2 was buil t 
and now is used as a merchandise store; three pit latrines and one bathroom with a 
total area of 7.35m2 were built; Different donors donated 6  plastic water tanks wit h 
capacity to carry 50001ts each. Thi s became an option after drille d a  100 m well 
without getting water; a donor from th e US A donate d Toyota Hiace Van (minibus) 
with capacity to carry 25 kids; and individual s in Arusha donated 1 0 beds and 10 
mattresses. 
The Resources Mobilization Initiative s objective was fully achieve d while that of 
IGAs has been partly achieved. The reason for partial achievement of the IGA s 
objective has been because o f different factor s i n project components of that area. A s 
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already explained above, availabilit y of capital has been a  major facto r fo r delay of 
the millin g project an d the outbrea k o f bird flu e threat slowed down the poultr y 
enterprise. Th e project expect s increase d incom e contribution from these sources an d 
availability of nutrition sources onc e they takeoff . 
6.2. Recommendation s 
The design and implementatio n o f this projec t ha s provide d opportunity fo r learnin g 
to the author . Th e following insights , learning, surprises an d discoverie s can be of 
great value to the peopl e attempting th e simila r project : 
6.2.1. Social enterprises to some exten t have helpe d M E D A M A t o achieve social 
impact through socioeconomi c value creation. The established socia l 
enterprise incorporate d commercia l forms o f income generation int o 
M E D A M A ' s operation s a t the centre as a means to accomplish its mission 
(social value) and achieve financia l sustainability (economic value) . This 
success implie s that similar organizations ca n apply this mode l of the social 
enterprises as a  means to achieve financia l sustainability and enjoy th e benefit s 
like, increased income ; a diversified funding base; greater flexibility i n 
allocating income; improved organizational planning, management, and 
efficiency; improve d relations wit h philanthropic donors; increase d an d 
improved benefit s fo r stakeholders; increase d self-confidence ; an d greater 
value placed on work. 
6.2.2. The I M A G E projec t ha s revealed that Faith based organizatio n can also 
operate "social enterprises" o r IGAs successfu l a s other privat e companie s ca n 
do without specia l treatment. The prerequisite fo r that i s all about building 
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entrepreneurial cultur e i n the nonprofi t organization being faith based o r not. 
The social enterprise follow s the same business practice . The only difference 
can b e the motive for surplus and how is appropriated . 
6.2.3. There was a question on how IGA s ca n be financed. Some scholars have raised 
some questions o n financing IGAs wit h grants . The y argue that, i t is better for 
IGAs to be financed by equity and or loans. However , they came i n agreement 
that if it is not possible to finance i t by equity and or loans , then grants 
becomes a n option. I M A G E projec t wa s mainly financed b y grants and there 
have not been an y problem so far. Wha t the projec t tha t was financed by 
grants need i s good management a s any other busines s wil l need . 
6.2.4. I t is recommended tha t the organizations that are strugglin g with the simila r 
issue on financial sustainabilit y to apply multi-approaches a s we did in 
I M A G E project . Capacit y building can be done i n different area s and in 
different ways . It can be in finance o r in resource mobilizatio n and i t does not 
have to be i n form of training only. Th e findings revealed that the term coul d 
be used i n different way s that aims on facilitating the achievemen t o f the 
organization's mission and purpose. I M A G E projec t wa s a capacity buildin g 
project a s i t aimed on building the institutiona l and financia l capacit y of St. 
Joseph Health Orphan Centre through socia l enterprises , IGA s and resourc e 
mobilization. 
6.2.5. The recommend to organizations attempting t o simila r project t o make sure 
that in all stages of the projec t development , ke y stakeholders ar e involve d to 
ensure sustainability. Selected projects shoul d also be economically viable. 
Service oriented organizations needs to think on introducing economic 
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elements in its programs to reduce dependence o n external donors and ensure 
financial sustainability. 
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